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GENERA L SUMMA R Y

For many years tile European Investment Bank (EIB) has, together
with tile European Coal and Steel Comnaunity (ECSC) and other
Community loan instruments, played an important part in tile financing of
infrastructtu’al and other capital investment ill Europe. At the time of the
major increase ill tile Structural Funds, it was envisaged that this
Community lending would be linked in an important way with projects
that were being part-financed by grant aid fi’om tile Structural Funds. This

paper reviews tile operation of the Community loan instrtlments to see
whether this expectation was justified and to explore the likely role of tile
instruments ill tile 1990s.

Having disbursed 15.51) ECU ill loans during 1991 alone, the EIB is a
very important provider of long-term funds. Tile growth ill its actMties has
indeed I)een ral)id over the last several years to tile point where, in order to
fund these activities, it has become one of the largest single issuers of debt
on the international capital markets.

As tile efficiency of financial markets ill Member States improves, a
process that will be accelerated by the completion of tile Internal Market
and progress towards EMU, the role of the Ell?, in achieving Community
objectives will tend to become less central.

Financial illal’kets ill nlos[ illenlber states have grown a lot since tile
EIB was set up ill tile late 1950s, and now many of its borrowers have
alternative possible sources of funds al similar interest rates and even at
similar maturities. In lagging regions, howevel, tile EIB remains a force for
promoting cohesion tllrough enhanced competition and efficiency. This
function is prol)abl), more iml)ortant than that of actually co-financing
Structttral Fund projects and progranmaes.

Over three-fifths of EIB lending is for Regional Developmenl (8.51)
ECU in 1991), most of it in the areas designated for the reform of tile
StruCtul’al Irunds. About two-thirds of this relates to operations complying
witb specific objectives under Community Support Frameworks (CSFs).
However, although tile EIB collaboraled in drawing up the indicative
financing plans for tile CSFs, and in preparing operational programmes,
and although it is entitled to a seat on the monitoring and oversight
commiuees, comparatively little of the El B’s regional development lending
was provided ill tandem with Cornmtmity grant-aid.

viii



GI£NERAI, SUMMARY"                           ix

The European Coal ;and Steel Comnlunitv (I~CSC) is tlae other main
institution concerned with Commtmit), ~ending as considered here. While
EIB loans are mosdv unsubsidised, interest rate subsidies arc an important
element in generating demand for ECSC loans, especially for jol>ereating
"coi1vel’sion loans" ill areas ~.vhel’e the coal and steel indttstries have

declined. As with the EIB, and probably to an even greater extent, the links
between the CSFs and ECSC conversion loans appear to be comparatively
slender.

We consider several suggestions which have been made to get tile EIB
to do more to help promote the objectives of the Structural Funds. We
begin 19)’ considering the respective role of debt and grant finance at a
theoretical level. Drawing on the theory of financial structure, we stress the
risk-sharing and discipline or incentive effects of various forms of
financing.

Some superfieiall), attractive ideas are found wanting on clost:r
inspection. In particular there is no need tbr, and considerable arguments
of principle against, an expansion in Ille rise of subsidised loans in tandem
with grant-aid for tile Structural Funds. Interest subsidies have in general
proved to be more prone to implenlentation cliflqcuhies than capital
grants: thev are much less likely to achieve the envisaged goals. An
additional specific objection would arise if interest subsidies were tied to
having the loans come from the EIB as that would distort tile competition
between financial institutions in the Conmlunit)’, discouraging priwlte
intermediaries from developing long-term lending bv locking-in manv
borrowers into tile EIB.

Much has been made of the dichotomv between the progr.f.tmnle
approach, adopted bv the Structtwal Funds, and the project approach to
lending traditionally used by the Ell]. Critics of the Ell] blame the lack era
closer involvement with the Su-uelttral Funds on this dichotom)’; and tile
F.IB appear to accept this argument, responding that their mission as a
linanclal institution requires thenl to be pl’oject lenders. We argue that the
dichotomv as presented is not as relevant as it might seem, and that the
idea of opening a programme window at tile Ell?, need not be ruled out. In
favour of" the idea is tile political requirement to have a closer tie-in
between Communit.v loans and grants, l)roperlv designed, i)rogramme
lending would not damage the other operations of the Ell3. In some
instances programme lending could provide a beuer discipline on lead
agencies Ibr tile supported programmes, though there would tend to be
some loss of discipline vis-a-vis final borrowers.

In considering future initiatives, the Ell?, should build on existing
strengths, among which are its strong balance sheet and its experienced
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staff. Thus there is scope for greater invoh,ement of tile EIB in risk finance,
a field with tile largest remaining gaps in the private financial market.
Preliminary ideas in the direction of using EIB funds more adventurously
are to be weJcomed,

Likewise the EIB’s strengths in economic and technical appraisal and
the accumulated expertise of their siaff in industrial and especially
infrastructural investment in Europe should be better harnessed in
support of tile objectives of the Structural Funds.

h’eland’s interest in tile EIB is twofold. In tile first place as a
shal’eholder, lrelarid has all interest to ensure that the substantial funds

deployed by the Bank are wisely spent. Second, as a borrower, Ireland has
drawn heavily ola the EIB over the years, espeeiatly when it was the cotaduit
for interest subsidies associated with the start of EMS. More recently h’ish
demand for EIB fimds has been lower, partly reflecting depressed loan
demand generany, and also tile ability of large borrowers to tap alternative
funding sources. As the Irish financial system becomes increasingly
integrated into the Comnlunity, it is very nltlC]l in the interest of all
peripheral cotmlries to ensure that their financial systems remain efficient
and competitive, and that cohesion is not blocked by deficiencies of

finance. The EIP, is a key catalyst in achieving this resuh.



hV’FI~OD UCTION

For many years the European Investment Bank (EIB), the European
Coal and Steel Comnaunity (ECSC) and other Community Loan
Instrtmlents (CLIs) have played an iml:~ortant part in tile financing of
infl’astructural and other capital investment in Europe. At the time of the
major increase in the Structural Funds, it was envisaged that this
Communit), lending would be linked in an important way with projects
that were being part-financed by grant aid fl’om the Structural Funds. This
paper reviews tile operation of the Community loan instrttments to see
whether this expectation was justified and to explore tile likely role of the
instruments in the 1990s.

The paper is in five parts. It begins with a succinct overview of
Conlmunity lending, focusing in particular on what distinguishes this
lending fronl other financial intermediation in Europe and asking why
borrowers use these facilities. While tile country mix of borrowers suggesLs
that local demand and supply conditions for Iong-investible funds are an
iml)ortant consideratiotl, it .71l)l)e~ll’S that one of tile inll:)ortant
contributions of tile EIB to cohesion is in providing compel.itive pressure
on intermediaries in tile less efficient banking markets of tile Commtmity.
At tile same lime, tile EIB’s insistence on IOp<luality seclwity amounts to a
decision not to involve itself in Ihe evaluation and ])ricing of credit risks,
often thought to be the hallmark of financial intermediation. The need [’or
diversification inlo this area, especially in the less efficient banking
markets, is discussed in the conchlding sul)section.

Chapter 2 describes policy with regard to the integration of
Commtmity lending activities with grant aid under the Structural Funds
and highlights the cliscrepancy between tl~e original vision of how that
policy might operate anti tile reality after more than 2 ye~lrs of tile relbl"m.

Chapter 3 is largely analytical in character. It presenLs a brief synthesis
of current acaclemie Ilainking on tile incentive anti risk-sharing role of
different financial instruments. Some lessons are drawn for how one

should rephrase Ihe much discussed question of tile optimal mix of loans
and grants. The real question should be: what financial structttre offers the
best risk-sharing and incentive effects? Some concrete sttggestions are
made: the practic:d implementation of these wottld require further sludy.

The SeCliOn also ztdclresses the issue of interest i’~.lte stlbsiclies and
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concludes with some comments on tile attitude of bankers to risk.
Chapter 4 presents an account of project appraisal by the Community

lending institutions. The potential usefulness of applying EIB-type project
appraisal to the CSF process is considered.

Chapter 5 reviews the pros and cons of some seven possible initiatives
to improve the functioning of loan finance in the context of the Strttctural
Funds.



Chapter I

WHA 7" DISThVGUISHI£S COMMUNITY LOAN INSTRUMI’SArlS?

This section looks at Community lending with a view to identifying its-
distinguishing characteristics. We begin with an overview of the Ell3’s
activities and discuss some of the cost and pricing considerations as well as
its attitude to risk and guarantees, all of which nlake its lending so
distinctive. Brief reference is also made to the ECSC, higlalighting contrasts
with tile EIB. We then ttlrl’l tO the borrowers: who are tile)’, and what nlakes
them choose to borrolv fi’om tile Conlmtmit)’? Finally we draw conclusions
about the public policy role of tile EIB in promoting cohesion among the
regions of the Commttnity and look a! how it :rod the ECSC can be
expected to perfornl in the chzuaging environment induced by tile moves
towards the Internal Market and EMU, with specilic reference to CSF
project needs.

In order to place the discussion in perspective, Table I sels out the
standard statement of Conlnlunlty lending to borrowers both within and
outside the Community during the past three years. So far as lending
within the Conlmunit)’ is concerned, the CLIs have comprised:

- Lending by the EIB out of its own resources,

The New Community lnstrttment (NCI), also granted and
managed I)y tile EIB fronl funds borrowed by tile Commission and

Ibr proiects whose eligibility is decided by the Comnlission;

- Euratonl loans granted by the Commission I)ut nlanaged b)’ tile
El 13;

- ECSC loans; and

Bal~illCe of payn~ents loans. (There were none of these within tile
Conlnltlnity in 1988-00. The balance of paynlents loan inchided in
the table was to Hungar),. A balance of pa),lnents loan for Oreece
was approved in Februar)’ 1991 .)
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Table I: I-uropean Community: Lending Operation.~

in millions of ECUs 1988 1989 1990 1990

Per Cent

New COlllllltlnily Instrunlcnt (NCI)* 356.5 78.3

EC P, alancc of P~lyments* 0.0 0.0

EC.SC* 907.8 700. t

Euratom* 0.0 0.0

EIB (own resources) 9,638.4 12.041.8

of which:

Within Comnlunity 9,118.3 I 1,555.9

ACP and Overseas Territories 129. I 155. I

Mediterranc~m Countries* 391.0 330.8

Eastern Europe 0.0 0.0

23.6 0.2

350.0 2.4

993.8 6.8

0.0 0.0

13,325.9 90.7

12,656.9 86.1

117.5 0.8

336.5 2.3

215.0 1.5

Tot:d 10,902.7 12,820.2 14,693.3 100.0

* Gunl,~ntced ill part or in whole from general Conllntulity budget.
Source: EC Commission: 24th Annual IPeporl on the Activitie~ ~" the I’Juropean Communities,

1990.

"Fable I shows that own resource EIB lending has been by far the most
important, followed hy that of the ECSC. NCI loans have tapered away as
the NCI IV funds approached exhaustion, while there have been no
Euratom loans in recel"i[ }’ears because of" the depressed slate of the nuclear
power industry. Despite the variety of instrunlenLs, only 2 instittttions need
to be consiclered, namely the El B which administers not only its own funds
but also those of the NCI and Euratom, and the ECSC, administered by the
services of the Commission (DGXVIII). Both institutions are based in
Luxembourg.

I. I The EIB and its Activities

The EIB is the premier long-term credit hank in Europe; its focus has
traditionall), been on infrastructtu’al and other fixed capital formation
within the Comnlunit),.I The volumes of lending are large: 15.5b ECU in
gross disbursements in 1991; (about lib ECU after netting out
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repayments). The typical EIB loan is at long-term, with maturity of I)etween
7 and 12 years for industrial borrowers and - notably - up to 20 years for
infi’astructural i)rojecLs. Interest rates are t),pically fixed for the mann’ily of
the loan, but there has been an increase in the share of varial)lc rate
loans2. The interest rates charged m-e ca]ctl]ated by referellce 1.o I.hc l?,mak’s
own marginal cost of funds plus a small spread to cover administrative

costs. Lending rates :ire not differentiated by borrower. The Bank reqttires
each loan to be backed I)), adequate security, typically a government
guarantee or that of a first class private name.

An important component, especially of EIB’s regional development
lending, is the "global loan" where the EIB lends to local fin~ncial
intermediaries for on-lending to smaller borrowers. Global loans are
primarily focused on small and medium-scale enterprises (SMEs)."~ The

typical loan agreement with the intermediary governs, among others, the
ceiling on individual loan size (e.g. 10m ECU), the eligible regions and the
type of project.’t The on-lending interest rate is usually governed by local

market conditions, though the EIB ensures that unreasonal)le margins are
not imposed.

Global loans have accounted for as much as 30 per cent of EIB lending

recently, and it is envisaged that the share will remain in the 25-30 per cent
range for the fltture. This heavy reliance on global loans has allowed EIB to
direct funds towards SMEs and for regional development without greatly
enlarging its staff and operating expenses. The EIB reserves the right to
examine st~b-I)orrower performance; I)ut in practice this is done on a very
limited scale, especially after a relationship has I)een established with the
intermediary.

EIB regional lending is a large component of the total, and is large in
relation to regional GNP and capital formation. Approximate calculations
sltow lending in Objective I regions varying up to about 0.8 per cent of
regional GDP (cf. Table 2).

~Thc ~H’icly ~.>t" fin~ancial instruillcllts flOW being offered I)y the Ell~, is ii11.1c11 grc:ttcr

tlx:tnl in1 the I)~ISL. thoilgh Ih~: I~:mk is not a ~11] seevicc commercial bank anld does not ~ls[)il’c

tl~ oll~:r ~ full r:ulgc of Iinancial t:ngintzcn’ing products.

:~Fewcr than 500 employees :rod less Ih;m 7:5m ECU in HOt fixed ~lsscl.s.

4Especially in rcg:u’d to items govcrHcd by Ihe EIIVs ncgalivt: list,
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Table 2: EIB I.ending to Objective I/@/.dons 1989-90

m ECU % GDP

Greece 262 0.22

Spain 718 0.20

Fi=mce 0 0.00

Ireland 192 0.27

Italy 1,500 0.34

Portugal 720 0.77

United Kingdom 2 0.01

5burce: EIB; GDP estim:~tes arc estimated from data in The Regions in 198B-00" (European

Commission, DGI8, t991).

Profitability and Subsidisation
The EIB borrows wholesale long-term flmds at vet’), keen rates and on-

lends these to borrowers at a small margin over nlargioal cost. The Bank is
precluded by its statute from overtly subsidising loans,5 but the rapid
growth in its business in recent years has led to suggestions that there
might be some hidden subsidy involved. We have found no evidence for
any such hidden subsidy.

The most likely source of any hidden subsidy wotdd be the substantial
unremunerated capital subscriptions made over the years by the Member
States as shareholders. We examined the financial statements of the Bank
with a view to seeing if subsidy from this or some other source could be
detected. Comparison of the Bank’s financial statements with the
aggregated financial statements of large commercial banks in industrial
countries (cf. the Annex) does not provide any reason to believe that there
might be any hidden subsidies. It is true that the shareholder governments
do not receive dividends on their investment in the Bank. Furthermore, far
fi’om being "non-profit-making", as is sometimes suggested, it is in fact one
of the more profitable large banks in the world, with 1991 net profits of
l.lb ECU on a balance sheet of some 74b ECU. But the non-payment of

dividends fiom these profits has chiefly resuhed in an accumulation of
reserves. Interest rates to borro’wers have not benefited. In particular, a

~’rl’his wi.~ st:ltutory provision prevcnl.s the EIB from competing on an unfair b:ksis wilh

Ioc;tl I]n~lnci~ll inlel’l’tlcdi;ll-itz~.
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comparison of the profit and loss account with that of major banks
worldwide reveals that the profitability of the ElI3 is broadly commel3surate
with its high capitalisation. Thus, even if the shareholders receive no
dividends, nevertheless their funds are being used 19rofitably.

The accumttlation of reserves over the years has been very
considerable. Total capital and reserves have recently amounted to 15 per
cent of the total balance sheet, or 17 per cent of the loan portfolio,t~

The other most striking feature of the EIB’s accounts is the extremely
low operating cosls, given the size of the balance sheet. The lower costs by
comparison with commercial banks reflect the [act that the EIB is a
wholesale concern and that it does not provide significant fee-based
services compared with the typical large bank. As a resuh, the lower costs
do not lead to lower on-lending rates as compared with the average bank.

Risk and Guarantees

The EIB has ahvays required guarantees fi’om first rate gt|arantors lbr
all lending. Traditionally, these guarantees have been mainly fi’om Member
States, but the actual situation has changed t’ather rapidly in the last several
years. As recently as 1985, less than 95 per cent of all loans outstanding7

(amounting to about 7.3b ECU) were not guaranteed by Member States.

By end-1991 this percentage had jumped to 50 per cent, and to g4b ECU.
Guarantees fi’om financial institutions took up much of the shortfall in
government guaral3tees, jttmping fi’om 3 per Cenl oF the total outstanding
to over 18 per cent, 113 addition thgl’e wel’e n]ol’e gtlal’anlees fl-om noll-

bank private enterprises (e.g. parent company guaranlees) - up 7
percentage points to over 10 per cent. Guarantees from Public Institutions
also accounted for a greater share. (See Table 3).

The percentages given reflect the evolving stock of loans. The shift in
practice is more evident when one considers that during 1989-91 almost
three-fifths of new business did not carry government guarantees. Ahnost
70 per cent of 1991 lending did not carry a government guarantee,8 and
close to a third of 1991 lending relied oi1 financial institution guarantees.

At a time when the international credit-rating of many banks has been
downgraded, it is natural to interpret the Bank’s move in the direction of
accepting a rapidly increasing proportion of financial institution
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guarantees as quite a significant move in the direction of a lower quality of
guarantee. However it should be noted that the Bank’s management inslsl
that the quality of the guarantor bank is scrutinised, and that no significant
deterioration is involved.

Inevitably, the quality of parent compan), guarantees can be variable
and will generally be lower than that of government guarantees. The Bank
points out in this connection that non-bank guarantors are selected on the
basis of their exposure to risk having a low correlation with that of the
borrowing coral)an),; the Bank’s assumption is that this low correlation will
mean a very low risk that borrower and guarantor are both unable to
perform.

Table 3: EIB Reliance on Guar¢lntees

Loans within the Community

(a) Percent of ouL$tanding~

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Govern nlcn u~ 75.9 76.2 75.1 73.3 70.7 66.6 61,0 55.5 50.2

Public IIISLiUUions 1’t.7 15.3 15.9 26.9 18.0 18.2 18.6 18.0 17.6

Financial hlstitutions 3.5 3.1 3.3 3,8 4.7 7.2 10.6 14.0 18.0

N.nl)ank Pub. Enl. 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.3

Mongagcs (real csuuc) 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 6.5 0.4 0.4

Nonbank Prk~llc 2.9 2.5 2.4 2.4 3.2 3.7 5.3 7.8 10.3

OI her 1.6 1.6 1.9 2. I 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.3

(b) Per cent of new Ioelns

1986-88           1989-91            1991

G(wcnlincnLs 59 38 31

Pul)lic Instilutilms 20 17 16

Fiilancial Inst. I I 26 33

Noid):mk Pub. Ent. 2 I 0

Mortgages (real CSl;llC) 0 0 0

N~m ban k Pri~lle 5 15 19

Olhi~r 3 2 2
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Although the quality of guarantees required has been lowered, it is still
a tqrm benchmark of EIB lending praclice to seek guarantees that are
virtually certain. Most other banks price loans to take account of defauh
risk; that is how they make profits even on a portfolio experiencing some
non-negligible percentage of loan-losses. Such behaviour is contrary to the
philosophy adopted by EIB. Its on-lending rate builds in essentially no
margin for loan-losses, and its actual loan-loss experience to date has been
altogether negligible.

Two important conclusions may be drawn concerning guarantees.
First, since financial institutions make a charge for providing guarantees,
the total cost of servicing to the EIB borrower is often higher than the
interest charged by the EII~. To the extent that tile guarantee is granted b7,
a bank which is well-informed about the borrower’s prospects, anti in a
competitive market, this price charged will reflect objective risks. Second,
one of tile important functions of most financial intermediaries is
evaluating and pricing risk. Because it insists on what it regards as
absolutely first-rate guarantees and essentially no risk the EIB has
abdicated this function.

Treasury and Borrowing: the EIB’s Credit Rating
Although ahnost 17 per cent of Ell?, lending is funded by the paid-up

capital and reserves of the Bank, the borrowing activities of the Bank
remain the most iml~ortant determinant of its long-term competitiveness.
Its market niche as a borrower in the capital markets is clear. It is one of
tile most important issuers of straight long-term bonds with its issues
approaching 5 per cen! of tile world total in recent years. As a percentage
ol: total foreign and international bond issues, the l?,ank’s issues have also
approached 5 per cent. (See Tables 4a and 4b).

"File Bank’s credil rating is imtleccable and the size of its issues makes
for a high degree of liquidity in the secondary markets.9

Tile Bank’s high credit rating can be attributed to 4 factors, in
ascending order of their importance to bond-holders. First, tile quality of
tile project selection, which has been sufficiently good to resuh in a very
small Fate of i’ecotll’Se to gtlalalltols.l° Secotl([, the guarantees, fl’OFll

t~Fhc Com-t of Auditors, ill its 1990 special rcpllrl (3/90) on Icllding and borrllwing.

i’~liscs SOlllC 9tlcslions ~lbotlt Ihc i)~lssillg OZl of S~lVillgs fl’oln tl’CtlSlll’y OpCl’~ttiOl’tS IO

bOI’I’OWCI’S. An cxiIlllill~lliOll o1" this ~lll(I othcl" aSl)CCts of tile cfficicIICy of lhc [I’C~lStlFy

operations of Ihe F, ank would be beyond the scope of this stttd)’. It seems unlikely that Ihc)’

cotlld bc I]]Ol’C tllatl ~1 In~ll’ginTll t]lcIof ill the prcsellt colltcxt.
1{1OI11}’ 4 IO:II]S II:lXr~ t’csllltcd in sIIch I’CCOIII’SC.
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Table 4;=: FumL¢ ICaised on Inlm’national Malkels 1989-90

in billions of US dollm~ 1989 1990

I n ternational I~mds 212.8 181.9

Foreign bonds 42.9 46.9

I n ternational bank loans I 14.5 I 15.8

Foreign bank loans 6.6 2.5

Other international ftmds 8.4 6.3

Total 385.3 353.2

of which:-

EC.SC 0.6 1.0

EC 0.6 0.4

EIB 8.4 10.5

BNI 0.5 I. 1

IBRD 9.0 I I.O

IFC 0.5 0.7

Other Int. Dcv. Inst. 3.4 3.3

Source: Ol*’,C1) Financial Statistic,~

Table 4b: International Bond Issue~ 1989"90

in billions of US dolla ~ 1989 1990

[ntcrnation;d bonds 212.8 181.9

of which:

EC.SC 0.5 0.6

EC 0.4 0. I

EIB 5.2 7.0

BNI 0.5 0.5

IBRD 5.2 9.1

Other [nc Dev. Inst. 1.0 1.7

Ti~Lditional fi:)*’cign bonds 42.9 ,t6.9

of which:-

ECSC O. 1 0.3

EC 0.2 0.0

EIB 3.2 3.5

BN[ 0.6

IBRI) 1.5 1.6

Source: OECI) Financ, ial Statistic.~.
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governnaents and other sources, which back each loan. Third, tile paid-up
capital and reserves. Fourth, the callable capital. Any one of these, with the
possible exceptioll of the first, would be ezlougb to copperfasten the high
credit rating.

Critics sometimes suggest that there is no need for the first and second
levels of protection, given that the third and fourth are of greater comfort
to bondholders. However, it should be noted that tile first and second
provide comfort to the shareholders as well. Not only do they reduce the
likelihood of a call on tile subscribed but unpaid capital, but they also
improve tile quality of investment in the Community.

Nevertheless, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that caution has
prevailed to an extent that is not strictly necessitated by the risks of tile
business. It would 13e bard to refute, on tile grounds of a threat to the
Bank’s credit rating, worthwhile proposals which might involve a modest
reduction in tile margin of safeW. Indeed, this has been recognised ill a
very limited w’,t), by the Bank’s management in recent initiatives, discussed
below, relating to risk capital.

I. 2 The ECSC

The origin of tile ECSC lending operations is quite diffc,’enl fi’om that
of tile EIB: these operations are governed b)’ the ECSC Treaty and date
back to 1954. Though considerabl), smaller than the EIB’s activities, ECSC
lending is by no means insignificant, totalling just under 113 ECU in 1990.
ECSC lending can be divided into 3 categories, (a) loans to benefit tile
coal and steel industries, (b) industrial conversion loans to promote job
creation in the areas hit 13), decline in tile coal and steel industries and (c)
a small volume of loans to finance housing lot coal and steel workers.

While conversion loans are provided to designated areas which are
mostly included in tile Objective 2 regions of tile Structural FundsI 1, this is
*lot generally the case for tile loans designed to benefit the coal and steel
itzdlastries. Some of these ("Article 5,t") loans ace made direct}), to
enterprises in the coal and steel industries, some to other undertakings
with a view to promoting the consumption of Community coal or steel.

II The Objectives of the Sln,ctural Funds relate to i)rio,ily areas and priorily fields.

"l’hc p,’i~rily areas mc th~se lagging (Ol~jcctivc I - (;rccce, Portt,gal, Irel:uld. Souther,~ haly.

Col’soil and Paris of Spain). declining (2) and rural art:as needing development (5(b)).
The priority I]clds arc hmg-tc,’m tmemplt~ylllclit (Ol:ticctivc 3), yotmg job-seekers (.t).

agriculturc and forcst,T(5(a)).
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A key difference as coml)ared with tbe EIB is tbat some ECSC loans
carry interest subsidies. In the case of conversion loans the rate of subsidy
is calculated by reference to an estimate of the amount of eml)loyment to
be created (or maintained) from the project being financed. The
maximum interest subsidy is 300 basis points pet" annum for 5 years; to
receive this nlaximum the project would have to create 75 jobs pet" Im
ECU of loan (or about 100jobs per £1 million). The subsidy per job
created thus comes to (an undiscounted) 2,000 ECU (or about £1,500) per
job. The annual value of subsidies paid for conversion loans during the
past 5 ),ears (1985-89) was 57.3m ECU.

Loans for promoting the use of Community coal are also eligible for an
interest subsidy for 5 years, but sttcb subsidies Ilave not normally been
provided for loans promoting the use of Community steel. Most of tbe
hottsing loans are granted at very low interest rates.

Conversion loans may be - and indeed mostly are - made through
financial intermediaries in the form of a global loan; the intermediary’s
margin in such cases is normally said to be limited to 100 basis point.

Though there has I)een steady growth in the ECU value of conversion
loans over the past Few years, fi’om 0.30b ECU in 1987 to 0.58b ECU in
1990, other ECSC loans have been much more variable, t~ a resuh, the

shal’e ot" eolaversion ]oalls ill tbe total bas fluctuated ratber widely witb all

average over the past 4 years of 50 pet" cent (Table 5). Of total ECSC
lending 1987-90 of 3.6b ECU, over one third went in direct loans for
investment in the coal and steel industries; the greater part being
unsubsidised loans to steel.12 About 0.5b ECU went in other loans to
promote the use of Community coal and steel. [.,ending for workers’
housing has declined in importance over the years - it came to only 10m
ECU in 1990 - and it is not furtber discussed here.

New guidelines for the granting of conversion loans, publisbed by the
Commission in July 1990 provide (among other things) for combining of
ECSC loans with grant-aid under the Structural Funds. Specifically interest
rebates provided out of ERDF fimds may now be granted for ECSC loans
supporting investments coming trader a CSF programme. The objective of
granting loans under a programme is said to improve tbe flexibility of
Commutlity assistance. Though the Commission hopes tbat loans to
projects under CSF programmes will become tbe predominant form of
conversion loan, it is not clear how cluickly this objective is likely to be
realised.
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Table 5a: European Coal and Steel Community Ltmns

m ECU 196’7 1988 1989 1990 1987.90

Total 969 908 700 99,1 3571

A.54 ( I ) 393 389 195 2’t 3 1220

of which:

Sleel                         I I 0 389 152 213 864

Coal* 283 0 ’13 30 356

A.54 (2) Seclot’al 2,t7 ,16 30 155 ,178

of which:

Yhct’nl;ti PowtdF 123 9 0 (1 132

Iron Ore Mines 20 0 0

Coal U.~* 43 22 2 0 67

A.56 Conversion 30,t ,t52 ,158 585 1799

(% of 1oral) (31%) (50%) (65%) (59%) (50%)

of which

Individual 55 26 ,t9

Glol]al 2,19 "t26 409

Workers’ housing 25 21 16 10 72

* [xlterest rebates or stibsidics may appl)’.

Source: ECSC Fiuandal Rt~ort, va,’ious vt::u’s.

Table 5b: Inttn’est Subsidy Payment.+ opt I’C-~C I.aans

m ECU 1987 1988 19,S’9

A.54 (I)

A.54 (2) 8.0 7.0

A.56 ,10.3 55.3 60.7

Tolal ,t8.3 62.3 60.7

Source: Court of Auditm:~ Special Repo~ (3/90).
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1.3 771e Borrowers

Reasons for Borrowing from EIB
In order to obtain some feel for the experience of EIB borrowers, a

very small tlumber of borrowers were interviewed. These included private
sector firms in Belgium and France, intermediary banks ill Belgium and
Ireland, and public enterprises ill Ireland. In order to obtain a
representative sample, it would be necessary to nlotlnt a nlore extensive

I)rogramme of interviews, especially including regional authorities in Italy
and Spain, for example. However. the interviews that were conducted are

suggestive of the rar~ge of differing experiences which exist across the
Community. Even based on this very small sample, tile reasons given by
borrowers for using tile funds of the EIB in preference to other sources are
varied.

Some borrowers have used EIB fnnds because this allowed then~ to
access foreign currency funds. A particular reason for favouring foreign
exchange for some borro’,vers ill high interest rate countries was the fact
that they were also able to avail of underpriced government exchange rate
guarantees, thereby offering a lower overall cost of futlds. Such exchange
rate guarantee schemes have been especially important in Italy, and

probably contribute to explaining the dominance of Italy in the EIB’s
portfolio for many years (as mentioned below). Though curtailed, such
exchange rate guarantees still exist ill parts of haly and in Portugal.

Some borrowers have preferred EIB funds on straight interest rate
grounds. One private sector borrower with whom we spoke was offered
funds of comparable maturity by several banks, but found the EIB’s offer
to have the lowest interest cost, even taking account of the need to pay for
another bank’s guarantee.I’~ This kind of "shopping around" approach to
bank finance has been increasingly common in tile last decade, though
some reaction is now setting in and a return to greater reliance on
relationship banking seems likely.U4

Other borrowers find that the long rnaturity of EIB loans make them
especially attractive. It is often costl),, especially for a small borrowel, to
obtain long-term funds even though tile existence of interest rate swap
markets make it possible for local banks in most Community countries to
provide long-term funds. Tile improvements ill the efficiency of financial

131t i$ lll)tt:wOl’lhy Ih:ll Ihtr .~,~111112 bolT()WI21" I1;Id ch()Sl~ll anothl:l" ]t:ndcl" for ~1 .silnil~ll- II-)llgI

term borrowing just a few months before borrowing from the EIB, ilhlstrating the
competitive nature of the market for qualified borrowers.

HSec Chapter 3. Section 3.1 below.
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markeus still leave thenl fat- short of the textbook perfection where funds of

any maturiW and in any size or currency are always available. The EIB has

generally been found ready to fill gaps in the availability of long-term funds.

Some borrowers find it attractive to have the EIB’s seal of approval on

their project. One argued that it was easier to sell the project to his

shareholders on the basis that EIB finance was approved. It may very well

be that this kind of synergetic relationship between the Bank and its

borrowers also exists vi.~-a-vis potential guarantors. Thus a local or regional

attthority whose infi’astructural project is acceptable to the EIB may also

iliad it easier to obtain approval - and the necessary guarantee - fi’om the

State or a public institution. We have no direct evidence of this, but the

possibility should be explored further: it could be that EIB involvement

induces in this nlallnel" subsiclised gtlal’antees for its own borrowers.

Finally, the encrgT of the EIB loan officers in seeking out likely clients

and putting together realistic financing packages has also played a part in

inducing borrowers to access EIB funds.

Table 6: EI B Lendi,g IO, Om nt~y 19R5- 91

National I’~conomic Data for ICefi~rence

I~nding 198~-90 Imlding % ,Share in EC InteTezt ICate~Unem-
1991 pl~n~’nt

m ECU % % ~ (;I)P (~;t ~nd I,,mding %

Bclgiuln 314 0.6 1.7 3.0 3.1 8.fi 10.5 11.0

Denmark 2462 4.7 4.1 1.6 2.3 I1.1 13.5 6.7

Germany 2789 5.3 5.6 18.9 25.2 6.4 9.0 6.4

Greece 1424 2.7 1.2 3.1 I.I 21.8 21.8 8.3

Spain 5078 9.7 17.5 12.0 7.1 12.6 14.1 20.0

France 6231 11.9 13.3 17.2 19.9 9.3 16.3 t0.2

IRELAND 1157 2.2 1.8 I.I 0.7 10.7 10.7 18.0

Italy 20,t16 39.1 28.0 17.7 17.4 10.8 I,t.I 1(I.4

I.uxeml~)urg 32 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 8.fi 10.5 2.5

The Netherlands 938 1.8 1.4 4.6 4.8 6.7 8.9 9.9

Portugal 2535 4.9 7.0 3.2 0.9 16.0 20.6 6.9

UK 8036 15.4 15.8 17.6 17.3 9.8 11.4 9.7

Other 859 1.6 2.2

Total 52270 100.0 100.0

Source: EIB Annual Reports; International Financial Statistics; SOEC.
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Distrihution by Country
Table 6 presents the distribution of EIB lending in the period 1985-90

by country together with each country’s share in EC population and GDP.
Tile tahle clearly demonstrates Italy’s disproportionate share of EIB funds
- fully rwo-fifths in recent years, compared with a share of ahont 17-18 per
cent in EC i)opulation and GDP. At the other end of tile scale Germany,
with a comparable share of EC population and one quarter of EC GDP, has
accounted for only 5 per cent of EIB lending in this period. Of course, the

objectives of the EIB do not imply an), proportionality in the distrihntion of
its lending across Comnmnity counu’ies: rather tile contrary. To tile extent
that the regional difficulties and financing gaps are unevenly distributed, it
is reasonable to expect that some regions will receive greater emphasis
than others. It is nevertheless necessary to adopt some scale of reference in
order to interpret the regional disu-ibution of EIB lending, and that is wily
reference is made to population and GDE

Ta61c 7: FC’¢C: Country Breakdown

I~ans 15ver Granted to 1989

m ECU % %

Belgium 399 2.5 2.6

I)enmark 80 0.5 0.5

Germany 4,856 30.5 31.2

Grccce 13 0. I 0. I

Spain 183 I. 1 1.2

Fl~mce 2,859 17.9 18.4

IRELANI) 34 0.2 0.2

haly 2,418 15.2 15.6

l.uxcmbourg 277 1.7 1.8

"l’hc Netherlands 494 3.1 3.2

Portugal 41 0.3 0.3

UIlilcd Kingdom 3.895 24.4 25.0

Other 388 2.4

Total 15,937 100.0 100.0

Source: ECSC.

Apart from the heavy weight of Italy, and the light emphasis on
Germany, other generalisations may be made. Like Gerntany, Belgium and
Tile Netherlands have not availed themselves of EIB lending to a great
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extent: their share in EIB lending is ahont one-thlrd of their share in EC
GDP. France is also trader-represented by the same measure, but to a lesser
extent. Denmark and h-eland are over-represented, with shares in Ell?,
lending over twice their share in EC GDP or poptdation. Portugal and
Greece are over-represented by reference to GDP, but not hy reference to
population. The UK’s share of EIB lending is not Far short oF its share in EC
GDP.

Amoog the various factors which are likely to have contributed to the
actual distrihution across countries of EIB borrowing, most can be grouped
under 2 headings. Thus, (A) cotmtries with investment opportunities going
beyond the financing capacity of domestic savings, and (B) countries
suFFering inefficiencies or other difficuhies in the domestic financial system
would be more likely to have recourse to the EIB. In this context we
examined a couple of qnantitative indicators for each of these two headings
to see to what extent they are consistent with one or other of these factors.

(A) Under the heading of investment opportunities outstripping
domestic savings, a low level of pro" capita GDP is an indicator which

may suggest the potential for high-yieh:ling productive and
infrastructural investment.15 Likewise, a high Government deficit,
tending to crowd out non-governnlet3t bol’rowers [’1"o111 domestic
sources of finance, and causing the government itself to have
recourse for project finance to the EIB.

(B) Among floal"tcial market difficulties, high nominal interest rates
might induce borrowers IO prefer Foreign-currency denominated
loans, especially where the Foreign exchange risk is covered by
some government scheme. Ftn’thernlore, inslilulionnl inefficiency or
lack of competition in the domestic banking systems might induce
borrowers to tnrn to the EIB For better lerlns and conditions.

While, as is evident fl’om Figure I, there is a negative correlation
between per capita GDP and EIB borrowing,16 this is not a systematic
relationship (as wimess the relatively heavy borrowing by Denmark).17 So

far as crowding out is concerned, simple measures of government deficit

15Besides the fact that the EIB’s mission calls Ibr special ancntion to lagging regions.

16We took the logarithmic difference between the shares of lending and of GDP as a
measure of intensity of lending; this has a correlation of-0.73 with per capita GDP.

17The Danish experience may be attributed to the crowding out factor: the priwttc

sector was encouraged to borrow from abroad during the 1980s.
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again indicate that the relationship is not a systematic one: though the
high govet’nment deficits in Italy, Greece, Ireland and Portugal could
explain the high intensity of borrowing from the EIB, the deficit of
Belgittm and surplus in Denmark are not accompanied by the appropriate
level of I)orrowing intensity.

There is also (Figure 2) a correlation between nominal interest rates
and lending.18 Howeve], the relationship is not systematic here either: high

bank lending rates in France have not induced a high intensity or recourse
to the EI]~.19 The high mutual correlation I)etween nominal interest rates
and pet" capita GDP (-0.80) shows that this kind of evidence can only be
suggestive.

Recent studies of the efficiency and competitiveness of the banking
systems in Ettrope2° conclude that there are wide differences across the
Community. Unambiguous quantitative indicators are hard to come by, hut
qttalitativc conclusions may be drawn. For instance, drawing oil a variety of
indicators, Neven asserts that Germany, The Netherlands and possibly the
UK have the most competitive banking systems. In Belgium, France and
"File Netherlands competition has resulted in relatively low hank profits,

but prices of bank services may be less keen because of higher labour costs.
At the other extreme, Spain and Italy are highly profitable banking
systems, with high labour costs: these presumably provide the highest cost
hanking.’-’i The same can be said, thotlgh to a lesser extent, for Denmark

and, though it is not covered by Neven, h’eland. In addition, though this
too does not emerge so clearly fi’om Neven’s data, the banking systems of
Greece and Portugal are widely regarded as costly and inefficient.

18Using the safnc rnc;isurc of intcnsit)’ of Icn(liiig. the correlation is +0.72 for bond
rates and +0.68 for bank lending ],Ties.

19ht:land is another otltiiel" ill this colllp~lrison.

2°Price Watcrhouse, "The Cost of Non-Europe in Financial Sera’ices", Volume 9 of

ICesearch on Ihe Cost of Non-Eitrope, (Brussels: EC Commission), 1988. DJ. Neven, "Structural

A(!jtlstmem in Rclail Banking’, in J. Dermine, ed., European Banking in the 1990s, (Oxford:

I?,asil Blackwell). 1990. W.H. Branson, "Financial Market Integration. Macroeconomic Policy

and the EMS’, Cd£PR Discltssion Paper, No. 385, March 1990.

21The local monopoly power of regional banks in Southern haly is documented in
detail by R. Faint, G.IL Galli and C. (;i:ulnini. "l:in:mce and Development: The Case of

Southern hal)’", in A. Giovannini, ed.. Finance and Dtruelopment in Europe, Proceedings of
CEPR Conference, forthcoming 1992. Their paper both shows the regionally specific

chaJ’acter of banking inemciencies, and proposes an explanation in terms of locally specific
information.
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Figure I : Correlation between, intensity of EIB lending and per capita CDP.

El8 I_ENDING AND    PER CAPITA    INCOME

,    ,     ,     ,     , ,     , ,

Figure 2: Correlation between intensity of EIB lendi’ng and commercial bank

Note:

lending rates

El8 LENDING AND NOMINAL INTEREST RATES

°               ~

.1S

Intensity of lending is measured b), logarithmic difference bet~veen

national shares in lending (1985-90) and the GDP. Bank lending

rates are averages for 1985-89, source IFS
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Conclusive statistical relationships cannot be expected in this kind of
analysis, and the correlations obtained are, as noted, subject to various
reservations. Nevertheless, the evidence does not argue against either of
the main heaclings proposed: the investment-savings gap and financial
market imperfections. The correlation between EIB borrowing intensity
and the perceived inefficienc), or costliness of" the domestic financial
s),stem is striking. The important role of the EIB in providing finance
where the domestic financial system is deficient seems to be confirmed.

Distribution by Objective
In implementation of the EIB’s remit under the Treat),, the Bank has

established 6 objectives under which any given project receiving financial
assistance from the Bank must fall. This positive list, together with the
volume of associated lending in 1990 may be summarized as follows (cf
Table 8): Regional development (7.4b ECU in 1990), Transport and
telecommunications infrastructure (3.1b ECU), Protection of the
environment, etc. (2.2b ECU), small and medium scale enterprises (SMEs),
(2.0b ECU), international competitiveness of industry and its integration on
a Community basis (1.8b ECU), and energy (l.Sb ECU). With snch a wide
range of rather general objectives it is not snrprising that some lending is
categorised under more than one heading (the total of the sums listed above
comes to almost half as much again as the total of lending in 1990).

Table 8: EIB: I~,mding tO, .~ctor

in billions of ECUs 1987 1988 1989 1990

I Regional 3.8 4.9 7.0 7.4

2 Transport & Tclccom 0.7 1.7 2.7 5.1

3 Environment. etc. 1.3 1.2 1.7 2.2

4 SMEs 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.0

5 Competitiveness 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.8

6 Energy 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.5

Regional development.

2 Tl’ansporl ~lnd tclccomlnunication,s illfl~st]’tlCItlre.

3 Proteclion of the cnvil’~nment, ilnprovcmcnt of the quality of life ~md urban
dcve]opm~2n t.

4 Velllurcs plx)nlolcd by small and medium-sized enterprises.

5 International compctitivct~ess of industlT and its integration oxl a Comw~tmi~ basis.

6 Energy.

Source: EIB Annual I¢eporL* and biB Information No. 67.
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One is imnlediai.ely struck by the coml)rehensiveness of the range of
objectives. Indeed, it would be hard to imagine a project that could not be
squeezed into one or" other of these categories as stated. FurtherlllOre,

borrowers report that the Bank adopts a flexible approach in determining
whether a project can be accepted as falling into the categories. For
instance, many people are surprised to learn that Ell] finances the
purchase of long-range passenger aircraft: but this obviously falls under the
category of transport infrastructure, h must be concluded that these
positive objectives do not i)rovide a very selective or focused target for the
EIB’s lending activities.

However, the Bank does have a negative list of areas where it either will
not or is unlikely to lend, for reasons of Commtmit), policy. Even this
negative list can and has been challenged in certain respects, as in regard
to the reluctance to lend in stlpport of R&D.

The list of objectives cannot help to explain in detail how the present
pattern of lending has come about. Virtually any bankahle project not
specifically on the negative list could have been accommodated within the
hroad criteria chosen. A more realistic way of explaining the present
pattern of lending is to recognize that the P, ank’s client base has been huilt
Lip over the years and its present seetoral distribution is more a ffmction of
the Bank’s response to opportunities as they arose (and I)rol)ably also of
historical accident) than the result of a consistent and explicit targeted
sectoral approach.

1.4 Community Lending in the 1990s: Needs and Opport’unities

The EIB and Cohesion

The general mission of the EIB is clearly stated in Article 130 of the
Treaty of Rome which calls for the EIB to make loans on a not-for-profit
basis for projects promoling regional developnlcnt, adaptation Io the
colnnlon nlarket and prqjects of COnllllOn interest to several l\’lelllbcr

States which I)y their size or nature cannot be fldly covered by existing
financial institutions. Within this geileral nfission, the Bank has clelined a
mode of operation and a number of market niches which have allowed it
to operate successfully without reliance on public subsidies, and in a
manner that has won it general acclaim for efficient), and professional
competence.

In public documents and internal reporting, the EIB presents a wide
range of evidence concerning its contribution to the Community. T),pically
this involves a sectoral classification as ah-eady discussed above. But the
contribution of the EIB to Communit)’ interest is not to be measured
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simply by a list of the sectors receiving loans or by adherence to a negative
list ruling out lending that conflicts with Community policy. After all, tile
lending of most private banks could be (and indeed often is) presented in
much the same manner. Tile special Community interest served by tile
EIB, which justifies its being considered as a public entity and an
instrument of EC policy, must be measured by reference to the net
contribution it makes to cohesion over and above what would he done by a
profit-oriented private bank. In short, we must ask: "XCqaat does the EIB do
that other banks do not?" This is not an easy question to answer

comprehensively; certainly it is all but impossible to quantify.
When the EIB was established over 30 years ago, the scope of banking

was quite restricted, national capital markets were much less developed
and international capital flows an order of magnitude smaller than they
are today. While it would be a gross oversimplification to state that the
market imperfections which led the founding fathers to create the EIB
have disappeared, it is certainly true that the), have been very moch
reduced. As a resuh, when a large and profitable commercial entity
borrows from the EIB, both parties enter into the contract with the
awareness that ahernative lenders exist. The interest rates and terms of the
loan are wpically comparable to what would be offered by the ahernative
lender; the borrowers’, choice of the EIB being made on the basis either of
some slight cost saving, or the interest of maintaining a relationship with
more than one source of long-term credit, or some such second-order
consideration. Smaller borrowers usually receive EIB loans from an
intermediary for whom the awlilability of EIB ftm¢ls (through a global
loan) is again a matter of second-order convenience.

These general points do not, however, apply uniformly across Europe.
The 1988 Price Waterhouse study for the "Costs of Non-Europe" project
revealed wide differences in the costs of banking services between different
Member States.22 The reported cost ratio between the highest and lowest
cost locations was as high as 5 to 1 for some of the products. These cost
difl’erences have already been referred to above as one of the contributory
explanations for the geographical pattern of EIB lending: it lends where
tile local banking system is a high cost one. This is an important public
service and may be one of the most effective ways in which the I?,ank
conlributes to cohesion. Not only does it lower the cost of fonds to the
final borrower but the competition should also stimulate the domestic
banking system to respond with improved efficiency.

eeCI~ Europc;m CIJmmission: The Economics of 1992", European Economy. Vol 35, 1988.



There is also the extensively discussed issue of large-scale I)roiects,
where even the slreanllined financial markets of the 1990s may hesitate,
and the related issue of Comnumity interest i~l certain large infrastrLtctttral
projects. The role of the EIB in helping finance the Channel Tunnel is an
ilhtstration of its public policy role in both of these areas which, however,
are noL of central iml3Ottance in the context of the present study.

We argue therefore that, the large-scale proiects aside, the central
19ublic policy and cohesion pronloting role of the EIB is its readiness to

fund sound projects at COnlpetitive prices where the local financial market
displays inefficiency. Without such a role one woulcl begin to wonder
whether the EIB should be priw|tised. But the role identified here is an
important one, and one which should bc constantly borne in mind in
considering policy initiatives for the Bank. We return to this point below.

Growth and Niches
Looking to the fttture, it is clear thai the EIB will not have things all its

own way. Some of the sources of growth in the past will no longer present
themselves. For one thing the progressive reductio]l in Conamunity interest
differentials makes the foreign currency option less attractive for
borrowers even with an exchange risk cover. The move to Stage .q of EMU
will eliminate exchange rate risk, so that at the end all or most Ell?, lending
will presumably be in the common Ctll’renc)’.~3

Contintled development in the sophistication of domestic capital
markets will allow inol’e and nlol’e first-rate borrowers direct access to
capital nlarkets, nlaking it unnecessary for them to resorl to bataks
including the EIB. Cross-I:~order competition in banking is negligible at
present, but it will beconled nlOl’e important as I.he Internal MarkcI iit:ars
completion. Experience in Australia and Canada where entry to the
banking systcnl has been liberalised in recent years shows that, even if
foreign banks do nol dramatically increase their nlarket share, the threat
of foreign competition will induce a response by tile domestic bankers in
the direction of improved efficiency and lower margins. Domestic banks
will become more attuned to local borrower needs for lob|g-term capital
and they will be able to provide strong competition [br the EIB.

These inqgrovements in banking efliciency across Europe, spearheaded
I)y the conll)letion of tile Internal Market an¢l the elimination of exchange
risk, could ultinlately result in a situation where tilt: i)ul)lic i)olicy ftMcl.ions
of the EIB were no longer relevant. At that stage, Ihc Bank would indeed

~SExchangc risk may persist Ibr some Member States to) the e×lcnt th;ll they d*) nOl

become ftlll i~czlnb,~rs of E~IU stage .’4 ac th(~ otitsct.
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be merely one player among many. (And the question of it contril)uting to
tile financing of CSF projects would be ahogether moot). But that clay is
still some distance away. For the present, the client base built tip over tile
years, combined with the potential for expansion into the Southern
periphery countries will mean that the EIB is far fl’om thcing a crisis of
survival. Even in the longer i’un and even if the financial sector in these
countries had become much more efficient, tile tight control it has, as
discussed, always maintained over costs means that tile EIB could continue
to fimetion adequately.

This perspective suggests that the financing possibilities for CSF for
projects that are bankal)le (after receipt of grant-aid) will steadily improve
also. Nevertheless there are clearly gaps at present which will probably be
slow to fill. The cost of borrowing was identified as the highest priority area
for improvement in competitiveness by companies in Objective 1 areas
responding to a recent sample survey,24 while it was ranked much lower in

other parts of tile Community. In another recent survey,25 focttsing on gaps
in the financial market, cost of credit also topped the list of financial
market shortcomings. Note that cost more than availability of term credit
was identified in both studies.26 No doubt these complaints tended to be
louder in countries whose macroeconomie condition resulted in high
nominal interest rates all round; but it was argued that assisted regions
stll’lEred 111Ol-e than other regions, even within the sanle country, so far as
COSt O|" credit was concerned. The same was true for SMEs relative to other
borrowers. This all tends to reinforce tile notion that improving efficiency
and competition in banking is an important ol)jective.27

Cost deficiencies, though severe, are identified only in some countries,
while tile other, less severe, financial market gap identified by most
observers28 affects Objective 1 and 2 regions in all countries, namely a

2"tlFO, "An Enlpirical Assessmcnat of Factors Shal)ing Regional Compciiliveness in
Pn’oblenl Regions". Study tinanccd b)’ the Eur,.)pcan Conimissioi~, Ltnxcmb(~urg, 1[)90.

eSErnst & "~’oung, "Financing of Sinall and Medium-Sized Enterprises in Assisted

Regions", Stud)’ financed b)’ tile European Conunission, 1990.

el;In the IFO Sttl(l)’, a~’ailability of risk capital ranked 20 o111 ol" 37 mostly non-financial

itcnls ot]~lC(I to tile respondents. In tile I:~lnsI alld Young stud)’ more Ihiln 30tll t~f evel], 4

enterprises named cost of credit, while 12:wer than I in 4 nanled a lack of medium and hlilg-
1121"111 [lllallCl2.

~TNc;It~ ~llso that cllsl ill Cl’tZdil w:15 ll(ll S~ll z15 Zl nl~ljOl" pl’obiem in I],t21gitim, Gcrnlany,

The Netherlands and I.uxeml)ollrg, prcciscl), the countries in which EIB is under-

I’epresen ted.
-~81nchiding tile al~)ve incntioncd stud)’ b)’ Ernst & Young, op. cir.
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shortage of risk cal)ital of various types for SMEs. Both borrowers and
financial instittttions agree that some of this type of funding is scarce.
Terminolo~, is somewhat flexible in this area, but the risk capital that is
seen its being in short supply includes:

Seed capital: This is finance provided essentially for an idea. For
example funds might be provided to finance the product
development stage for a small inchtstry in its start-up phase.

Venttlre capital, to finance a somewhat later stage in tile process of
bringing the product to market and expanding productive capacity.
This typically involves an equity claim and for various reasons is
ttsuall)’ confined to medium-scale enterprises promising rapid
growth: it is a high-risk, high return type of aetivit}, tbr the investol;
and the lender usually becomes involved in management support.

Mezzanine finance is somewhat less risky finance provided to

enterprises whose prospects at’e less trustable than tlaose of the
beneficiary of vellttire capital,but whose proposals are 11Ol ftdly
bankable olken because there is not enough unpledged collateral
or guarantees. Mezzanine finance, which often takes the form of
subordinated debt at high interest rates, will in any case offer
higher rewards to tile investor than the normal rate of interest on
bank borrowing.

All of these forms of finance provide possible niches, albeit small-scale
ones, into which the EIB could consider moving,e:~ The EIB has recently

addressed the question of how to contribute to the financing of venture
capital. Because of statutory re¢luirements (the loan on equity tinaneing by
the Bank itsell), the arrangement considered would necessarily involve a
loan to, rather than equity participation in, a venture capital company. The
Bank would presttmably be assuming risk mainly by virtue of the absence of
the sort of guarantees which it eustomal’ily requires, rather than through a
direct share in fluctuating profits. The equity holders of the venture capital
company would likely be assunaing the greater part of the risk. Thougla a

modest initiative along these lines would be welcome, it is arguable that
standard ventttre capital is tile least urgent of the risk capital needs in

’-’~tThat is not to nt:glcct Commission initiatives ah’cadv in place designed to a(ldrcss

some of these niches.
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European financial markeLs, and one which has ah’ead), received a good
deal of attention, in view of its spectacular success in the United States
some years ago.

The question of risk capital is laken up at a more abstract level in
Chapter 3.



Chapter 2

COMMUNITY LENDh\IG AND THE STRUCTUIL’IL FUNDS: VISION AND

REALITY

Policy with regard to tile operation of Comnmnity lending in its
re]atlon to tile 8tructnral Funds was set out at the tinle of the refornl o[" tile
Structural Funds. As elaborated below, the reform envisaged a major role
for the EIB and tile other CLIs in helping to finance proiecus under the
CSFs. The reality has, however, differed from what was expected to
happen.

While tile various institutions concerned have responded to the policy
changes enunciated at tile time of the rel’orm of the 8lructLiral Funds, this
response has been somewhat limited. The vision of collaboration between
loan and grant agencies [breshadowed in the documents adopted at tile
time of the reform of the Structural Funds has no! been fully realised.

There are sevm’al reasons for this: for one thing, tile vision would have
required a more drastic change in the way the lending agencies operated
than was, perhaps, envisaged. Second, the vision was not sufficiently
precise; different interpretations were possible. This suggests that a more
precise specification of how a closer collaboration might realistically be
achieved is needed.

We begin by reviewing tim vision of co-operation and an integrated
approach to Community grants and loans as adumbrated in the clocuments
defining the reform of the Structural Funds. The Single Act called for
reinfol’cement of economic and social cohesion through not only the

Structural Funds, but also through the EIB and the other existing CLls. A
review of the legislation, mainly adopted during 1988, governing the
reform of the Structural Ftmds suggests that there was tile expectation that
the CLls would be very centrally involved, and in a new way in a co-
ordinated effort with the Structural Funds.

Thus both the "reglement cadre" (2052/88) and the "reglement
d’application" of the Structural Funds stress the importance of assistance
provided by the loan instrtunents to projects being part-financed by the

27
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Fun(Is.30 A further key document, and one which spells out the close co-
operation I)etween tile CLIs and the Strttctut+al Funds is the Commission
Comnlunication of 23 December 1988 on "the EIB and the other CLIs in
tile reinforcement of economic and social cohesion". After reviewing tile
past function of the CLIs in assisting cohesion, this document calls for a
"new approach" to be cbaracteriscd I)y an emphasis on concentration,
programming and efficiency. Concentration involves a reinforcement of
the priority given to regional development, and within that a new empbasis
by the EIB on the regions identified for Objective 1, 2 and 5(I)) lending.
Programming means that only a limited nttmber of large individual
projects would be considered on a case-by-case: the remainder of
Commtmity lending would be based on a clear quantified financing
i)rogramnle agreed in advance and explicitly included in the CSF.
Disbursement would be effeeted in a decentralised manner on the "global
loan" model.:4t Efficiency calls for more follow-up and ex post evaluation.

More than any other aspect of the new relationship, the matter of
finding tile best mix of loans and grants illustrates the Commission’s ex rzTzle
vision of the new relationship between tile Structural Funds and tile CLIs.
A mix of Community grants (subsidies) and loans which was "both

:raThe "rcglemcnt cadre" (2052/88), though primarily concerned with the activities of

the Slruclttz’al Funds itself, treats linancial ;tssist:tnce I¥om the Funds on esscntiall), the same
tcn~ls as fin;Hlcial assistance h)’ the Ell?, and the other existing Cl.[s. While h recogHi.scs

explicitly thai the EIB must opcz;Lte in acc(~rdance with its Statute, and the other existing
lilaancial instruments in accordance wilh the specific provisions govcrlling their oper~uions,

tile dlzd’ling of this key d~cument conveys O~e impression th:lt, so f:ll as their region:d
develOpll~elat lending is concerned, the activities of the FIB and tile other Io;in instz-ulnenL, i

would hencetbrth Ix: essentiall)’ determined h)’ :l joint and co-oper;aive process with the

Structural Funds. "File repealed iCfelCl~CC.~ I. the Cl,ls in this regulatioll (the EIB is
nlentioned 16 times) reil~fOl’Ce this impression.

The "reglelnent d’;ipplieation" (4253/88) is more specific. Co-ordination and

consisteiic)’ is to he ;issured helween assistzmce from the fimds and ;~ssistance provided b)’
tile loan inslrttment.~ (A.3(I)). The Ell]. is to he associated in the u.~c of the Funds with a

view to the i);irt-fillztncing of hlvcstlncnts (A.3(2)). The EIB is also to he involved in the

prcpar:ltion of the CSFs, and tile indicative financing plan of each CSF is to specify

allocatioils from the El B and the other Ct.ls (A.8( I ), A.8(3) ). The appropriate combination

(~t" Commullil)’ gr:u~ts ;rod loans is to be determined for each C, SF ill ccH~jtmction with the
F, IB (A,18). There is provision for EIB representation on the 3 key Community-wide

¢(~mlllitleCS established h)’ the regulation, notahl), the Advisory Committee on the

Development :rod C(mversion of Regions and on the Monitoring Committees (A,95(3),
A.27).

31As CXl)lained lalcr, ilew guideline.s and opel.ntional rules for the ECSC giving effect to

this intentioll were published ill]uly 1990.
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judicious and economical in tet’ms of budgetary resources" is to be sought.
In practice, attention has been confined to 2 dimensions, tirst, the degree
to which a project was likely to generate revenue, second, the region in
which the project was located. Subject to the regional consideration, the
idea was to limit grant aid where the project was likely to yield a financial
return. The Operaung Guldehnes" 2 estabhsh maximum grant percentages

by class of project and by location. These have the explicil objective of
ensuring "efficient utilisation of a combined instrument consisting of loans
fi’om EIB and [other CLIs] and subsidies from the Structural Funds".33

More recend),, the Maastricht Treaty (December 1991) echoes the
same concerns, and the revised Article 130 el~joins the Ell?, to ’Tacilitate
the financing o1: investment l)rogrammes in cot!junction with assistance

I}’om the structural Funds and other Conlmunity financial instruments".
While the legislation has been complied with, it does apl)ear that the

reality of CLI involvement in regional development cleparts significantly
from the picture conveyed fi’om this reading of the likely intent of the
legislators. It is true that EIB and ECSC lending is heavily concentrated in
the assisted regions covered by Objectives 1, 2 and 5(I)) (cf. Table 9). To
take the EIB, of over 23b ECU in 1989-90 lending, some 63 per cent was
for regional development. Five-sixths of this was in Objective I, 2 and 5(I))
regions, and about two-thirds of this in turn related, according to Ell?,
estimates, to operations "eompl),ing with specific CSF ol)jectives". On the
one hand, this last figure (which comes to 8.2b ECU) is about the same as
the 8.41) ECU l)lanned for ERDF comnaimmnts in the 2 years. But on the
other hand it means that almost two-thirds of total EIB financing within
the communit); and over 43 per cent of Ell?, regional development lending
went for operations not falling ¯ -, 3,tunder specific CSF objeemes."

3~Fllc guidelines are snnmlariscd in I)GXXII’s Guide to tim Structural Funds, pl). 19-’20.

:~:~l)csl)itc this objective (and although additi(m;d ceilings governed the Illta] o1" gr;ull

plus Cl.t assistance to an)’ given projccl), there is no i~resuznl)tion in tim Guidelines dial

CLI assistance will be forthcoming at all: the ceilings on grants are not accompanied by
Iloors on CLI assistance. As is made clear below, wc think that this omission was a wise one,

but il does mean that the Guidelines do Hot ensure the enlergcncc of :l n-uly "combined
instlIllnlcn t",

3’lNote that not till of El B regional dcvclol)nlcnt lending goes to the regions identified

tbr Objectives I, 2 and 5(I)) oflhc reform of the Structural Funds, even when this is
augmented b)’ the additional areas (mainl)’ ill Greece) covered under Ihc Integrated

~’l~(lit~lIlI~llleall plIOglI~ll]llnfis, l"]lfi 1"211~ COIIIll5 lending to ~11/ ~lI’e~l ~lJ)<)lll (JlIC-I~III]I ~tS I~ll’g~2

again as eligible Ibr its regional development; the extra area being thai which bcnclits from
national incentives.
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-Fable 9: EIB: Regional Financing 1989-90

in billions of ECUs % Regional % Total

Development Financing

(a) Individual and global loans

Total regional dcvelopment 14.5 1 O0

13)’ Objective

Objective 1 6.8 47

Objectives 2 and 5b 5.4 37

IMPs 0.7 5

Other regional development 1.6 11

Relation to CSF

Responding to spccitic CSF objectives 8.2 56

In tandem with grant-aid 1.3 9

Total Financing 23.1

63

30

23

3

7

35

6

100

(b) Individual loans only

Total regional dcvclopmcnt

Objectives I, 2 and 5b

Responding to specific CSF objectives

In t;mdem with gi=mt-aid

11.2 I00

9.3 83

5.5 49

1.5 13

5~urce: Calculated [l’onl E[ B data.

About three-fifths (and more than lb ECU) of ECSC lending in the
con~e~s~on loans- for the most part in Objective 2same period was for ’ " " "

regions, and some of the remaining loans would also have been in
Structural Fund regions.

It is clear that this quantitative link between CLI operations and the
various CSFs has not come about through close co-ordination between the
Ell?, and the CSF process. Even where projects are part loan-financed,
subsidies are granted without associated EIB loans, the promoters securing
their ftmding independently. Only 1.5b ECU of EIB individual loans was

provided "in tandem ~’th ’ Community grant-aid.
Indeed, far fi’om being intimately tied in with the CSFs, the Ell?, has

been carefld to attach a disclaimer fi-om the financing envelopes included
in each CSF. The disclaimer states that the envelopes represent estimates
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only, the actual amounts being contingent on the snbnlission of satisfactory
projects. It appears that EIB participation in the design of the CSFs was
largely confined to arriving at dais financing envelope: Ell?, representatives
did not tend to remove their narrowly institutional bat in these
deliberations. Ftn’thermore, as Ihe programmes have moved fl’onl the
design to the implementation stage, it is noteworthy that, though it has a
seat on each monitoring committee, the Ell?, is said in practice to be rarely
present.

Why this discrepancy hetween vision and reality? One reason is the fact
that the EIB and the ECSC have previously operated in an essentially
independent manner. Despite rather small staffs, both lending instruments
are active and expanding and their loans are in ready demand. Each has
an established clientele and procedures for identifying new business. Their
natural mode of operation is geared to making loans for bankable proiects.
It was perhaps too much to expect that they would change their mode of
operation to become full participants in what is essentially the
administration of pul)lic expenditure. The working of the Strnctural Funds
is a complex administrative and political operation involving subtle
interaction between many layers of government, and calling for wide-
ranging policy judgments. It cliffcrs substantially fi’om the normal activily
of the EIB or the ECSC; staff participation in it is certainly not the type of
activity most likely to generate new lending. To divert significant staff
t’esol.lrCeS tO foctts on an :.lrea of uncertain loan denland wottld h~tve

involved a wrenching decision calling for either a considerable expansion
of staff or abandonment of some of their existing niches.

Another reason may have been the fact that the nattn’e of the change
in activity that was being called for was somewhat vague. Was it intended
that the CLIs shonld enter as a lender of first resort for grant-aided
projects? If so were they to be given first refusal on the lending needs of
such projects? Were there to be large programme loans made to the lead
agency for operational programmes under the CSFs, loans that could then
be on-lent to final beneficiaries? To what extent was it the experience and
expertise of the CLIs as much as their tinancial resources that was being
called upon? In Chapter 5 below we turn to consideration of just how
closer co-operation between the CLIs and CSFs could best be defined.
Before that, it is necessary to look in some greater detail at the merits of
linking grant-aid and debt finance, which we do at a largely conceptual
level in the next section. Chapter 4 discusses some of the institutional
strengths of the EIB on which the proposals of Chapter 5 are buih.



Chapter 3

THF. NA TUICE AND ROLE OF DEBT FhVANChVG

This section steps back fi’om the immediate concerns of CSFs and ells
to look at the basic role of debt financing with a view to asking: when is
debt tinancing appropriate and what particular function does it serve? Tbe
discussion is abstract, but leads to some practical conclusions for action.
The question of subsidising tbe interest cost of loans is also treated in this
section, which concludes with some remarks about tbe assumption of risk
by banks.

3. I The Analytical Background
The role of debt financing, as seen in modern finance theory, cenu’es

on its al)ility to cope with deficiencies or asymmetries of information, and
on the incentives or disciplines required to ensure that borrowers will

perform adequately despite these informational deficiencies.
When a borrower seeks external finance for his operations tltere is a

variety of lypes of contract or financial instrument which can be
considered. These instruments differ mainly in terms of the time-patb of
intended service pa)’ments and in their risk-sharing characteristics. Even
for i)rojects tbat bear [i’uit over a long-period, each type of instrument has
advantages and disadvantages. Some examples:

The equity contract, wbere the lender gets a sbare of the profits, is
nsefu] for a project whose returns are very uncertain before the event.
The reason is that the lender can acquire a portfolio of several such
contracts, benefitting fi’om risk pooling to obtain a potentially bigh
average return even if some of the underlying projects fail. The
disadvantage here is that the lender may not be able to verify the
financial success of each project. The promoter certainly has an
incentive to ttnderstate tbe true returns and short-change the lenders.
Only when returns are easily verified will the equity contract come into
its own. That is why we observe a correlation I)etween die development
of equity markets and the effectiveness of accounting practices across
countries.

32
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The debt contract, e.g. a fixed interest loan, has the advantage, when
combined with penahies or costs of bankruptcy, of indncing good
perforlllance by the borrower, even when the true retl_lrns are not

readily verifiable.55 On tile other hand, a portfolio of loans does not

offer as good an averaging in that highly snccessftd projects will still
only return the contracted interest rates to tile lender while failed
projects will yield little or nothing. Accordingly, for projects with highly
uncertain returns, a fixed interest loan is usually unattractive: to form
part of a reasonable portfolio for the lender, it must carry a high
contractual interest rate, possibly too high to make it of interest to tile
bol-rower.36

Bankruptcy and information problems aside, debt-holders tend to
receive a less uncertain return than equity-holders, because equity holders
obtain Lhc residual wdtte and debt holders a i)rc-cletermined contractual
value. This is the basis of the traditional approach to thinking about debt
,as a means of finance. In tile presence of an efficient secondary market for
both debt and equity it leads to tile well-known Modigliani-Miller
conclusion tlmt tile debt-eqnit), mix chosen b)’ an enterprise might have no
consequence for it or for its stakeholders. According to this theory, any
increased risk imposed on a shareltolder by the decision to move to a
higher debt-equit), mix could be fully offset by tile shareholder through an
adjustment of his own portlblio of debt and equity in the enterprise. In
realiW tax considerations, especially the fact that in most countries debt
interest is allowable as a clechlction before conaputation of corporation tax
liability, are important in overturning this notion that tile choice of debt-
equity mix in an enterprise’s financing is of no consequence.

"~sCf. I).W. Diamond, "Financial Ilatermcdiaries and I)elcgated Monitoring", ICevietu of

I’conomic Studie.s,.lul), 198,t.

:~t~This problem has been widely discussed since the well-known paper b)’.l.E. Stiglilz

and A. Weiss, "Credit Rationing in MarkcLs with hlq~cll’cct hlfoz’mation", America~l
Economic ICevietv, Jtme 1981. It is probably an im|~Ol’tant reason [’or the emergence of

~.,t~ntul-e c:l])ilzll .’is :t ill[)r~ scCiil’e route I]lr~’~tlgh whic]’l fill~lnciill intel’lllcdiill’ie5 czlll

become invt~h’ed in the provision ~f risk capital. By taking an equity share in a high-risk
high-potential entel’pl’ise the I):lnk c~111 shall’t2 ill better ill,ill ;iX,Cl~tg¢ successes ;ts well as in

failures. A portfolio of venture capital investments can (livcrsify much of the risk and

result in a satisfactory overall risk-return mix for the bank (Ihotlgh the bank’s

nl~lnagelllellt costs ~llIC usuzllly he~P*,y ill "¢elllUl’e Cal)il:ll). El. thtr (liSCllSSiOll Of" I)~lllkS*
attitudes to risk in Section 3.4 below.
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Deeper consideration of the role of equity finance and of dividend
l)aymenLs has brought incentive and signalling issues to the [ore.37 Noting
that, even when tile), could use the internally generated funds for new
investment, conlpallies often pay out dividends and recotn’se 1o tbe new

issue market or to borrowing, observers have suggested that this behaviour
may be interpreted as a signal being given by managers to shareholders
that all is well and that they are able to expose their oper,~tions to the
scrtttiny that will be involved in bank or bond-market borrowing, or in the
new issue market.38

A similar type of consideration has been advanced as one explanation

of the preference which many banks have for lending at short-term, even if
the lending is continuously rolled over (evergreen). The short maturity of
each loan allows the bank to monitor the general performance of the
borrower frequently, and to decline further accommodation (or take other
corrective action) as soon its warning signs are seen. A long-term loan
contract would leave the bank relatively helpless even in the face of an
evidently deteriorating condition of tile borrower provided the contractual
obligations of the loan (e.g. interest payments) were being met.

Interest rates do fluctuate, both in response to vltrying expected
inflation rates and in response to monetary policy initiatives and other
changing economic circumstances. The risk entailed for the holders of
financial contracts depend not only on the terms of the contract, but on
the holder’s remaining exposure to interest rate fluctuations. Either
variable or fixed interest contracts can be better for a borrower or a lender,

depending on these other exposures. A financial intermediary whose
liabilities are all at variable interest will redttce the shareholder’s risks by
lending at variable interest rates. On the other band, a borrower whose
own receiwtbles are unlikely to fluctuate in response to interest rate
changes will prefer it fixed interest obligation. Ahlaougb these may be the
typical cases, there will be borrowers whose position leads them to prefer

38A I’el~llcd aspect is Ihat the managers can be seen :is illCtlrl’illg costs ill order to

overcome what are known as ag~2ncy problems, i.e. the problenl that the interest~ o[ the
managers and the shareholders need not coincide. Further arguments in this vein are

presented for example by M.C. Jenscn, "Agency Costs of Free Cash Flow, Corporate

Finance, and Takeovers", Ammican Economic RtnJima, May 1986.

~TMuch of the discussion of these issues stem fiom the paper by M.C.Jensen and W.H.

Meckling. "Theory of the Firm: Management Behaviour. Agency Costs and Ownership

Structme’, Journal of Finandal Economics, October 1976..,MloOler seminal paper in the area

is S.C. Myers and N.S. M:ljluf. "Corporate Financing and hwestment Decisions when Firms
Have Inl)*rmalion that Investors Do Not Have",Jmtrnal of FinancialEconomicz, 1984.
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variable rates and lenders who prefer fixed rates. Thus even borrowers and
lenders whose expectations as to tile likely future trend and variability of
interest rates coincide may find a mutually beneficial contract which
redltces tile exposures of both so fat" as interest rate [’hlctt~ations are
concel’ned.

The variations on tile basic debt or equity contract are inntmlerable.
Some are relatively su’aightforward mixtures of tile basic instruments, as
where a debt-contract carries a warrant entitling tile holder to acquire
equity under certain circumstances. In the international context tile
choice of exchange rate in tile contract is tile source of fnany other
variations. Other contracts bring in new factors, such as indexing
repayments to external indicators such as tile price of specific commodity,

or a general price index. Tile purl)ose of these innovations is generally to
distribute risk among tile parties concerned in a mutually attractive way,
and in lnally cases to ellStlt’e adequate pel’fOl+lllalace.

In important respects, the lending relationship between a commercial
bank and its business borrowers go beyond tile simple contract. The fact
that tile borrower will have a continuing need for a variety of banking
services mcans that Ihe decisions of I)oth parties will be made wilh a view
to this continuing relationship.39 The bank that processes tile payments
u’ansactions of a business has better information concerning that business
at its disposal than many other potential lenders and will be better able to
judge to which businesses and to what extent it can safely and profitably
lend.’t0 Ill cotmtries where this is permitted, commercial I)anks may be in a
good position to take equity shares in some of its customers, but even
without this explicit profit-sharing link, the value of the continuing
bttsiness as well ms Ihe early warning system allowing tile I)ank to reduce its
exposure before other lenders zu’e awaru of tile problem naeal/ that tills
type of bank’s investment is in a different category fi’om tile investment
held b)’ aFi unconnected bondholder. In this context, tile lack of a
continuing relationship means that the position of tile EIB is probably

5’)’l’he hanking relationship is discussed, among othcrs, h)’ D.W. I)ialnond, "Reputation
Acquisition in Debt Mnrkets’, Journal of Political Econom)’, August 1989, and by M. Hellwig,
"Banking, Financial Intcrmcdiation and Corporate Finance’, in A. Giovannini and C.
Mayer, eds. F+uropean Finantgal Inleg’ration, Cambridge University Press, 1991.

’l°This view is expressed in E.F. Fatal, "U~rhat’s Different About Banks?’, Journal of

Monetary Economics, January 1985. The bank may also be in a better position to recover its
claims to the extent th:tt the receipts of the borrower are paid into its account with the
hank. This kind of relationship is said to be exemplified b)’ the banking business of local
authorities in Belgium with the Communal credit bank.
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more analogous to the distant bondholder than to the continually involved
commercial bank, though for some borrowers tile trancbing of loans and
the repeat business does provide some continuity of information.

One form of external finance is the grant. Not considered mttcb in this
conte×t in tile academic literature, it nevertheless represenks all important
element of capital finance in European countries, and is central to this
study. Even if tile provider of grant-aid does not actually expect a monetary
return, nevertheless he typically hopes for a return in other forms -the
provision of services such as roads or sanitation. Similar information,
incentive and risk issues apply. In certain respects the grant is like an equity
contract: the return is not prespecified, and if no monitoring is possible,
the entity receiving the grant will have little incentive to provide any
rettn’n.41 It is interesting to consider the grant-debt mix in the light of this

analogy imperfect though it is.
These introductory remarks suggest a fi’amework for thinking about

when grants are appropriate, and when loans. But there is also the
consideration that both grants and loans may come from different sources.
National governments may grant-assist projects; financial institutions other
than those of the Comn~unity make the bulk of loans in tbe Member
Stales. Choosing a grant-debt mix For a project is not the same as choosing
the appropriate invoh,ement of Community instrunlents. Depending on
other grant elements provided, grants from the Structural Funds may need
to be redt|ced, in order to maintain the optimal grant-debt mix for each
project (or borrower). Likewise, because of the elasticity of financial
markets there is no necessary invoh,ement of the EIB or other loan
instruments in financing the debt component of the mix. Who should
provide the loan finance will depend on tbe competitive situation of the

local financial market anti the comparative advantage of different lenders.

3.2 Practical hnplications for Financing Programmes and ProjecL~ Under" the CSFs.
The above disct|ssion suggests two general guidelines for the choice of

financing structure in CSF projects. Fit’st, and ohviottsly, tile Commission
sbould seek to minimise tbe grant component: fi’om the viewpoint of the
Structural Funds the nfinimunl grant that will enst|re the desired result is
the optimt|n~ size of grant. Second, use the financial structure to mmximise

41The analogy is not perfect (for example the grant confers no ownership right) but
seems most appropriate in the present context. One could alternativel), consider the grant

as a special case of a loan, with zero interest and no redemption daze; but thinking of it in
thai way would negleel the concern which the grant agency has in ensuring a good
Otl tcolllc..
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Lhe performance of the grant recipient and to share in nnexj)ected

Iinancial success. But how are these guidelines Io be implemented? Some
concrete suggestions in this regard are made below.

In considering how this general theory can be applied in practice to
the financing decisions involved in operations and projects under CSFs,
account mHst be taken o1" the very different types of beneficiary that can be
invoh,ed. The effectiveness of financial leverage as a discipline will be
greater for recipients that are either in tile private sector or, if Ihey are in
the public sector, have a degree of financial antonomy and responsibility
for their financial performance. Some of the investments and activities
under operational programmes are actually carried out by government
agencies, some by private enterprises. Probably most operational
progranames have a mix o1" public and private involvement with central or
regional government agencies acting as a lead agency, but with actual
inlplenlentation contracted out to other agencies public and private.
Among the government agencies there are varying degrees of financial
aotonom),.

When a grant is made fi’om tile Structural Funds for a progranmae or
project, the remainder o1" the cost. may be secured at any of a variety ot"
levels. At one extreme, the remainder of the cost is provided by national or
regional government in the form of grant-aid also. At the other extreme,
tile Strnctura] Fund grant may be passed to a private enterprise which
secures the remaining funding fl’om I)orrowing or from its own resources.
Unless financial structure can be used to improve the pattern of risk-
sharing in the project, or to place better financial discipline on the
recipient, we suggest that it is of little economic consequence where this
fnnding comes fi’om.

Tying Loan Facilities to Grants
Generally speaking, exposing a grant recipient to the rigours of the

financial market for securing complementary loan-finance ’,’,’ill have the
advantage of introducing an additional scrutiny, 11"Oill ~111 independent
source (the financial institution) of the likely financial viability of the
project being undertaken by the grant recipient. This would argue against
any special availability or privileged tie-in of a Community loan for the
grant recipient.

As against this, however, it. can be argued that anolher way in which
financial discipline coulcl be imposed, in this case on the grant
administrator, would be to ensure that the grant administrator - say the
lead agency for the particular operational programme - was normally
making matching loans in parallel with the grants. In that case the grant
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administrator, worried about the risk of non-recuperation of the loan,
might be induced to scrutinise the whole project more carefully than if he
were simply making a grant.42 The "programme loan" concept, explored
below in Chapter 5, could yield this kind of discipline. However, as is often
the case, tightening financial discipline in one area may cause it to be
relaxed in another. Specifically, if loan finance is channelled through a
grant administrator, then tile lending is not being subjected to the
professional assessment of a disinterested financial institution.

Another case in which special availability of a Community loan facility
migbt not weaken financial discipline might be in tile case of a grant
recipient that was a public body not financially autonomous. Private
financial institutions lending to such a public body (with a government
guarantee) are unlikely to scrutinise its policies very closely. After all, the
national government has authorised these policies and will in any event
cover any fnancial shortfall that arises. It is largely a matter of indifference
whether the loan finance comes from the market, or from some
earmarked Conamunity loan facility as in a programme loan.

A private grant beneficiary or a financially autonomous public
enterprise is more subject to financial discipline. Providing it with a loan
requires a definite decision concerning creditwortbiness. This argues for
using Community loan instruments only with the normal banking practice
and prudential safeguards. That means that CLIs will be in competition
witb other financial institutions for this lending business, and will
sometimes not be chosen by the borrower. There should be no special
pressure oll CLls to make direct loans in such cases on the grounds that
the project has been approved under a CSF. The requirement to repay the
loan will place a discipline on the pertbrmance of the recipient, and the
need to be repaid places a financial discipline on the lending financial
institution to make an adequate ex ante creditwortbiness evaluation.

Tbis discussion points up tbe complex balance of incentive
considerations which arise. We return to this issue in Chapter 5 when

considering the advisability of programme lending. But these ideas have
the potential for wider application, to which we now turn.

Applying Financial Theory Ideas to Grant-Aid
Standing back from the question of loans, it is worth considering

whether this financial theory reasoning has any practical implications for

4211 is i’eport~d ill;it, bcc;ltl$~ of Lhi$ greater aCCOtint~lbiIiLy that is placed on them -
described as the "sleepless nights" prol)lem - grant administ~ltors generally prefer to avoid

IOiHI SCI1Cmcs,
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the grant-aid process. We argue that it has, especially io order to minimise
the incidence of grants that were unnecessarily generous. The ideas
advanced here are SOluewhat theoretical, but elements of them could be
implementable.

First, where there is tmcertainty about the likely foture receipts of a
revenue-generaling project (but where the revenue will be verifiable after
the event), a revenue-sharing formttla or equity contract should be
considered.’t3 Instead of simply being given a grant, the recipient would

undertake to repay an amount which would depend on the revenue or
success of the project. If the project was no more successful than expected,
no claw-back or return to the grant-giver need arise (thtts the scheme
would differ sharply from a loan in this respect). But if the project proved
to be much more successful than expected, a proportion of the revenues
or the profits44 would go to the grant-giving agency. This would allow
unexpectedly large revenues to be partly clawed-back. That would, in turn,
provide more funds for grant-aid for other projects in the operational
programme. In this way grant-aid which proves to have been excessive can
be partially recovered.

While such a scheme would not be feasible in many cases both because
of the difficulty of assessing the revenues, and possibly because of
perceived political obstacles, there are other cases in which it could work
well.

A second idea fi’om the theoretical perspective might also be worth
exploring, though here the practicality of the scheme might be
questioned. According to this idea, and again with a view to minimising
grant-aid, an attempt could be made to employ competitive bidditlg
between projects or promoters for grants. The idea here is to ensure that
the minimum grant necessary to "get the job done" should be required.
That is to say a social need for a certain set of schemes, each not privately
profitable, having been identified, the task is to ration scarce grant
resources among alternative schemes. If two schemes are of equivalent
social merit, then first preference for grant-aid should lie with the scheme
which can be put in place for the minimum grant cost.

But how to ol)tain the information necessary to decide what this
minimum is? By introducing some notion of competitive bidding for the
grant component of EC aid can one move in the direction of solving the

4SSome Member States hnve begun to experiment with "l’cpayablc grants" or

"condit.ional gl’:~nts" having some of these characteristics.

’14[n practice, the dimctdty of mc;isuring profits argues for ~l simple rule I~r the

clzlwbllck, such as a fl’action o1" the: i’eVel’tUCS in excess olsome pr~2-1u’l’~ulgcd totnl.
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information prol)lem? This is a tentative snggestion which wonld be
infeasible in many cases, but could I)e valual)le in some. The most natural
type of application wonld be wbere there tire two possible providms of the same.
seiwice (for instance a sanitary service or tbe bnilding and operating of a
toll bridge). More complicated to implement would be competition
between different projects tvithin a given operational prog’ramme. Rival
promoters (which could be different local authorities) wonld contract to
provide ineasurable improvements in the relevant service in different
localities for a given sun1 in granLs. The promoters who cre¢libl),45 offer the
best improvements Ibr the lowest grants win tbe contracts. The idea of
competition for grants could even be extended to competition between
differeTtt operationalprogrammez in the next ronnd of CSFs.

While tbis idea emerges from consideration of the question of grant-
loan mix, an assessment of its practicality and tbe possible scope of its
implementation wonld require fiirther work. In particular, dais approacb
would have to be implemented in a decentralised manner if it were not to
compromise the shift fi’om project to programme finance which has been
central to tbe reform of the Structural Funds.

3.3 Interest Rate Subsidies
Tbis subsection reviews, at the general level of principles, the pros and

cons of interest rate subsidies. Special considerations relating to the
linking of interest subsidies with CLIs are discussed in Chapter 5 below.

Making Interest Rate Subsidies Effcctive
Interest rate subsidies have been used as a means of favouring certain

sectors in many countries. Their operation takes a variety of forms but
usually falls into one of the following 3 categories. First, arrangements
where bank lending in the favoured category is refinanced at below-market
rates by the cenu’al bank or another special public financial institution.
Second, interest rate ceilings for credit in the favoured categories,
sometimes accompanied b)’ a requirement to provide a minimum quantity
of credit to tbese categories. Third, snbsidies provided by a fiscal entity to
the interest costs of favoured borrowing secured in the open market.

Tbe favonred category of borrowing can be defined by the pnrpose of
tbe borrowing, or by some characteristic of the borrower, such as
geographic location, economic sector or social group. The objective of the

451t would, of course, be essential to verify the credibility of the bids, both on technical
grounds, to ensure that the proposal met the desired specifications, and on financial
grounds, to make sure that the promoter had die capacity to fulfil the contract.
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scheme may include income distribution (as with subsidised schemes
directed to worker bousing - cf. the ECSC scbeme), but it often relates to
the desirability of capital formation to encourage technologT u’ansfer and
developntent of a certain type or in a certain region.

Tbe manner in which interest rates sul)sidies are generally intended to
work is by altering relative prices in respect of tbe favoured categories.
Tbus, any borrowing that can qualify for admission to the category faces a
different, lower, interest rate than non-favoured borrowing. That is to say,
the subsidy typically has an open-ended character, where the individual
borrowers or projects are not specified precisely; eligibility for the subsidy
is established by reference to preset criteria.

Making sure the subsidy reaches the target group is problematical. To
the extent that tbe scheme is coherent and applied witbout a lot of
administrative discretion, the categories must be defined in Iifirly broad

terms. Thus tbe declared categories will not correspond to the truly
intended targets. Furthermore, it will not be possible to screen out infi’a-
marginal borrowing: i.e. borrowing that would have taken place without
tbe subsidy. The lack of discretion also means tbat the rate of subsidy will
be the same across broad categories. In other words, the problent of
deadweigbt is an acute one for interest sul)sidies.

Presented witb a subsidy schenle defined in a broad manner, the
financial intermediary will generally choose borrowers which, while falling
within the announced categories, are (a) large (in order to minimise
processing costs) and (b) crediuvorthy (in order to minimise loan-losses).
But many of these are likely to be borrowers who could obtain credit
anyway, and who could afford Io service tbe credit at market interest rates.

Because of the open-ended subsidy that is involved, various protections
always have to be built-in if there is to be any bope tbat tbe objective of the
subsidy is to be achieved. Frequently there is a ceiling on the size of loan
which may be eligible. A ceiling provides sonte protection against gross
abuses, where large corporations might contrive to establish sham
borrowers ostensibly satisfying the criteria, but in reality cbannelling the
borrowed funds for norntal purposes of tbe corporation. Furthermore, if
the banking system is not very competitive, there needs to be a limil on the
aUowable interest margin; otherwise, the bank will capture much of the
subsidy by continuing to charge wbat tbe market will bear for the loan. If
the allowable interest margin is too low, banks will not voluntarily lend,
especially to the higher risk borrowers within the target category.
Accordingly, unless there is a compulsory ntinimttm lending quota, the
allowable interest margin will generally leave some rent to be captured by
tbe banks.
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When refinanced by the central bank or another public institution,
interest snbsidy scltemes present problems of monetary policy. The
injection of central bank funds resttlting fl’ont the refinancing may need to
be offset by restrictive ntonetary action elsewhere. Refinancing usually
leaves tile credit risk ill the first instance with the initiating bank, as the
refinancing agency usually retains recourse to the initiating bank. In some
cases, however, tile public institution assumes or shares the credit risk.

In the European context, especially post-92 and even more so in the
EMU, the only form of interest subsidy that can really be considered is that
in which the subsidy is paid out of budgetary funds.

Anothe], more subtle, type of difficulty with subsidised interest schemes
is the psychological effect on financial discipline. The fact that interest has
been subsidised can, for example, give the borrower a thlse sense that some
special tolerance may also be exercised if he has difficulties in repaying.
Studies show default rates ranging from 30 to 95 pet" cent for subsidised
agricultural credit progranames in LDCs. In industrial cotmtries too, there
have been unfavourable recoveries: almost one-quarter of tile loan
portfolio of the Farmers’ Home Administration in the US46 ,,,,,as delinquent

by 1985; the loan loss rate in federally subsidised student and small
business loan schemes is estimated at between 9 and 13 per cent.47

For the financial intermediary too, the element of subsidy can change
its perception of its role as intermediary. The government agency paying
for the scheme sees the intermediary as its agent. Bnt the intermediary
may well see its role as acting for the borrower in securing the loan. This
connict of perspective is potentially disastrous, particularly when
compounded by the possibility for col’ruption of the individual loan
officers belonging to the staff of the intermediary.

If there is a minimum lending quota, the quality of tile bank’s portfolio
can he severely worsened. Effectively, the bank is being required to take on
its books loans that it would not voluntarily make at the interest rates
allowed (or perhaps at all). A worsening of the bank’s loan-loss experience
will inevitably follow.48

4Cq’his agency provided a large vc~lume of low-interest loans involving relief of about
one-fifth of inl(2resl costs.

’I7A reeenl review of US Federal interest subsidy programmes argues that this and
related probJelllS have been .cA) severe .as to have cost that COtlntr)’ the equi~.’alent of one-
third of a per cent of GNP per annum (of. W.G. Gale. "Econonlic Effects of Fedel-al Credit
Programs". A m*:~ictol Eco~lomic Revie~o. March 1991 ).

’lsIn some countries, the bank’s position is safeguarded in effect by converting the
subsidy into a cross-subsidy financed through higher interest charges on other borrowers.
~Llld ]owel" interest paid IO depositors. In an open financial s vstenl, below-market interest
ceilings cailnot sllfvivc, because the non-favoured borrowers and depositors ~,411 migrate to
:lllcrn:ltive sources or htHnes. After 1999-. this will be the situation throughout the EC.
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Practical experience oll these points is discouraging. Much of the
recently documented eXl)crience relates to developing countries, where
subsidised and directed credit has been most widel), use. The experience
was recently summarised as follows:

Sul)sidised credit often failed to reach its intencled beneficiaries.
Lenders misclassified loans in order to comply with central bank
directives. Within prioz’ity sectors, larger and more influential
borrowers benefited most. Much was at stake: acquiring std)sidised
credit could sometimes add more to profits than producing goods. A
review of ten small and medium scale industr)’ projects showed that the
distribution of loans was skewed in favour of larger firms. S~udies of
agricuhnral and housing programmes show similar resnhs. Directed
credit programmes do redistribute income, but not necessarily in
favonr of the l)oor.49 FtH+lhernlore, whet’i rates or rettn+l"~ in targeted
activities were lower than elsewhere, borrowers did not use directed
credit as intended. A study of an agricultural scheme in Colombia
found that nearly half the funds had been diverted to other uses. Korea
had an active curb market in which those with access to subsidised
credit at times lent to others without,ri°

This poor record has resulted in a re-evaluation of the desirability of
subsidised credit programmes, and they are being dismantled in man),
countries. Admittedly, serious administrative deficiencies are more
widesl)read in developing countries, but who would claim that none of
these I)roblems could anti indeed do arise with intet’es! sul)sidy schemes in
the EC?"~l

4Wl"he cilcd source included a box de~ribing an :~griculttH~d credit scheme in Costa
Rio:l, wh,.~r(.’ Ihc ~lisll’il)ltti~)tl of Ill:ms w;ts ~tctll:tll)’ Ill~-~rc skczwcd ttlzlll tht: dislril)lltiotl ()r 1;Ill(I.
~uld ~’ht:rc the: ~tll)si(ly ~due of the I:~rger I():uls would bc slll]]cieiit in itself to put a family
into the lop 10 per ct~nt orthc iilcomc distribution.

5°Extt31ctcd fi’om World DinJelof~ment I¢epo11, (The World I~zmk. \Vashillgton, D.C.. 1989),
I).59.

51A rt:ccllt p:q)er prepared I’q)r the Commission by I)oughls Vuill and Kcvin Allen
(~Capital Grants versus Lo:m-relatt:d Subsidies as an In~trumel~i of Regional Incentive
Policy", European Policies Resem’ch Centre, Su,nthclyde, May, 1991) provides particulars of
schell~eS in opez~tiol~ in Member Slates. \’trill and Allen note thnt, while severed Member
Sl~ltcs slill have some I(H’Ill (J[" itlltzrest s.bsidy i. their b:tttcta/ of n;itional incentives [br
1"(2giona] development. "the last dcc~tde 11;15 WitllCssed :1 not;d)ly te(hlced elllph;isis on Io:ln-

t-elated subsidies...with the demise of important loan-related regionzd assistance in Brit:dn,
Denmark, Portugal and Spain’. They also remark that "in no cotmttT do the interest-related
subsidies currently on offer play other th;m :~ secotld:HT role to Ihe mainstream capital
grants within the regionzd incentive scheme".
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Interest Subsidies vs. Capital Grants
Many of tbe problems of interest subsidies are also echoed in the

analysis of capital grants. But we argue that even well-designed interest
subsidy schemes, by operating in a less discretionary manner, are more

5’prone to these problems than the t),pical scheme for capital grants." 2 The
reasons are threefold.

First, tbe fact tbat the interest subsidies are dependent on tbe use of
financial intermediaries as agents introduces an additional layer of
problems that does not exisl where grants are being awarded directly by
the grant-giving agency.

Second, as nlentioned, interest subsidy schemes are essentially open-
ended in nattn’e; capital grant schemes can btfild in much more discretion.
If a lot of discretion is buih into an interest subsidy scheme, it loses its
antomaticity and becomes tantamount to a discretionary capital grant53

with a complicated entry screen.
Third, by ahering relative prices, the interest subsidy scheme induces

an over-use of debt-financing relative to other sources and weakens the
capital strncture of beneficiary firms.5’1

Overall, the fungibility of money combined with the weak conu’ol and
perverse incentives of the interest snbsidy approach is likely to result in
greater deadweigbt than capital grants schemes.

While these criticisms seem persuasive, tbey could, in principle, be
outweighed by special adwtntages seen for interest subsidy scllemes.
However, a review of such advantages shows them to be rather weak.

It may be argued that there is some gain fi’om the fact that a
beneficiary ilas been subjected to the financial discipline of an
independent appraisal carried out by the financial intermediary.
But the financial intermediary’s appraisal is geared to ensuring that
it can recover tbe loan, not that tbe objectives of the subsidy
scheme will actually be accomplished.

5’20]" ColIrSe, a badly conceived system of capital grants can be as bad :is :l badly
Cl~llccivc(I ini~rcsl subsidy .¢,chcnlCa.

53The: fil(I that Ihc paylll,dlll illay bc spl’c~td ovcr a iltlnlbcr of yc[llS is of nlillor

importltllC~ in this COlllp~ll’ison.

r’llt also increases the relative cost of labour. In order to avoid this particulai- problem,

well-designed capital grant schemes shotdd nol take the form of a fixed proportion of

capital CI ~si.~,
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- It may be argued that the cost of capital is higla especially lot SMEs
alld other entities that are perceived as high risk by banks. However
it has been pointed out that within any announced category, the
intermediaries will select low risk borrowers, so tile objective of
lowering the cost of credit is unlikely to be achieved precisely for
those borrowers most ill need of it.

- It may seem that more projects can be covered by an interest
subsidy scheme for tile same cost, i)resunlably oil the grounds that
interest subsidies seem low-cost per project, while capital grants
seem high-cost. But this is surely a fallacy: if projects are decided
upon on tile basis of their net present value to tile i)romoter, it
would be hard to see how more projects can be swung into I)eing by
simply changing tile form of subsidy fi-om a lump snm to an annual
subsidy. Only if the capital grants were much greater than ncedcd
to swing the project - and that to a greater extent than the interest
subsidies - would a saving be made.

- Tile fact that interest subsidies are spread over time might seem 1o
give more control. But capital grants can also be tranched, and the
optimal trauching plan for a capital project is unlikely to be an
equal monthly or 6-monthly amount over the duration of tile loan.
(Nevertheless it is acknowledged that, in tile case where a project
fails, there might be some budgetary saving in the fact that unpaid
interest subsidies could be cancelled whereas a capital grant would
have been wholly lost.)

- Tile existence of financial market imperfections arising from
deficiencies of information (as documented in recent research on
tile influence of liquidity constraints on investments)5~’ may
indicate tile social desirability of government intervention Io
promote credit to firms who are liquidity-constrained. Tile problem
is that, as mentioned, even carefully targeted interest subsidy
schemes are not likely to be successflfl in channelling ranch credit
to firms to whom the banks are not already willing to lend.

- Even small interest subsidies could be used to achieve policy
objectives if linked to covenants insisting that the borrower satisfy
criteria (e.g. environmental considerations). However, it seems
likely that this would be rarely tile optimal form of subsidy to
achieve such objectives.

55Cf. Calomiris, C.W. and R.G. Hubbard, "Firm I lctcrogcncity, Internal FiHancc and

’Credit Rationing’", Economic Journal, March 1990, and references Ihcrcin.
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3. 4 Banks and Risk Capital
The conservative banking stance adopted by the EIB has resnhcd in its

accepting practically no risk for the account of its shareholders or-
bondholders. Accordingly, though not all of the projects financed by the
Bank are risk-free, the financial risks involved have been assumed by
others, notably the guarantors. Should the Bank be prepared to accept
more risk, and thereby contribute to the an~ount of risk capital available in
the Community? This section notes two different attitudes to bank risk that
exist in the literattn-e.

Differing views have traditionally been held as to the proper role to he
played by banks in providing risk capital. One view, which may be termed
the British view,56 is that the structure of banks’ funding does not permit

them safely to take risky positions. They are liable to pay depositors or
bondholders in fnll and with interest; little of their own funding comes
fi’om risk capital. The risk of a deposit run adds to this conservative line of
reasoning for deposit banks. An alternative ("Continental") view asserts
that the t~tct that the banks absorb such a high proportion of available
savings means that they are the inevitable sonrce of most investment
fnnding. This privileged position means that they can assume a dominant
role in the provision even of risk capital, and can be adequately rewarded
for the risk in doing so.

While adherence to the "British view" by British bankers may have held

back indnsD’ial progress in Britain in the first half of the century, the events
of recent years tend to bring that view back into more favour. On the one
hand the costs of unwise and excessively risky bank lending strategies have
been higldighted by widespread banking lhilttre, notably in the US. On the
other, the rapid development of securities markets in Europe (as
elsewhere) naeans that borrowers now have recotlrse to other sotn’ces of

risk capital.
Nevertheless, with specific respect to the EIB, it should be noted that

two of the reasons given for caution in bank lending - low capitalisation
and dependence on a potentially volatile deposit base - are not applicable
to the EIB.

Closely related to the question of risk-taking by banks is the issue of
whether banks should be allowed to take equity positions in non-financial

companies. Again there is a wide international difference of practice and
law here. Some argue that equity holdings by banks in non-financial

r’6Cf. Kennedy, W.P., Industrial StT~lcture, Capital Markets and the Origins of British Economic

Decline. Cambridge UniversiW Press, 1987.
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companies is incompatible with prudent banking practice: some believe it
can foster a resilieni banking relationship. The fact that in i)raclice
counu+ies which allow equity holdings of non-financial companies have not
obviously sut:fered suggests that a dogmatic opposition t.o this fi’ccdom may
not be appropriate.

The EIB is inhibited by its statutes fi’om taking equity positions in non-
financial companies, and this has proved to be a I)arricr prevenl.ing the
Bank [’rom making certain interventions in the direction of pl+omoting
venture capital.

A balanced view would conchlde that, while iml)rudcnce is worse, an
excess of banking caution can also damage the economy, and that sound
banking is possible even without blanket rules against equity holdings.
From this perspective, the EIB’s policy and statutes may need to be
reconsidered.



Chapter 4

PROJI£CT EVALUATION

This chapter examines tile question of loan and project evahmtion with
a view to how it relates to projects benefiting from the Structural Funds,
and more generally how it fits with the objective of economic and social
cohesion as a whole.

4. 1 The EIB: Project Selection and Project Appraisal
EIB is a project-driven bank. It is not happy to lend to a borrower

unless there is a project which is sound from the technical, financial and

economic viewpoint, even if the loan is otherwise adequately guaranteed.
To this end the Bank maintains a small, but well respected, technical
department to carry out technical appraisal of each project that is funded.
The Bank’s economic appraisal includes not only an evaluation of the
financial viability of the project, but also of its overall economic (cost-
benefit) rationale, thereby taking account of externalities and other public
good aspects of the project. The technical department of the EIB
comprises about 40 specialists, mostly engineers; the research department
has 22 economists.

Typically, a project will be appraised by a mission in the field consisting
of the loan officer or rapporteur, an engineer and an economist. Their
mission will be preceded by a detailed questionnaire (the source of many
small complaints by borrowers of the heavy bureaucracy involved in
obtaining EIB loans).

The technical appraisal has two objectives, to find out whether the
project meets a real need and whether it will be implemented adequately
nnder known conditions. The small team of technical specialists cannot
expect to be expert in every project; but their experience allows them to
ask the right questions and assess the soundness of the answers. Their
purpose is not to identify technical solutions, but to approve (or
otherwise) solutions that have ah’eady been arrived at by the project
pronlotcr.

Briefly, the economic appraisal consists of answering three questions.
First, is the project in line with the mission of the Bank? Specifically, can it
be classified under the bank’s objectives and is it free of the negative list of

48
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projects that are not supported by the Bank? Second, is tile project
commercially viable? The answer to this question involves assessing
whether such parameters as traffic projections contained in the project

proposal are realistic and attainable. Market information on this is sought
in a variety of ways including the purchase of outside market studies and
interviews with market experts. Third, is the project economically
beneficial? Criteria here include assessment of non-commercial costs and
benefits of the project snch as time saved and improved safety on non-toll
roads, and possible environmental effects.

There is no fully standardised methodology for these non-commercial
calculations, and there may be some divergences between tile EIB’s
procedures and those of some member countries. The Bank has not
attempted to have its approach adopted as a Europe-wide standard, and
indeed does not even publish its manual specifying tile appraisal criteria.
There are other non-commercial factors which could be taken into

account (including for example adjnstmetltS to wages to take accomlt of
unemployment) but which are not used by tile Bank. In general, the
Bank’s approach is simplified relative to the elaborate all-embracing
formulations of cost-benefit analysis which were proposed by the OECD
and others in the 1970s. Instead its slimmed-down version serves to provide

an approximate relative rating of different projects of tile same general
class. The third stage is not fully carried out for loans to commercial
enterprises.

There are several consequences of this project appraisal approach.
First, there are benefits to the bank’s shareholders, who can be assured

that tile Bank is not likely to be funding projects that are unsound fl’om an
engineering or technical viewpoint, and thus that it is fi|lfilling its statutory
mission. The fact that sharehohler governments are also guaranteeing the
borrowings of public enterprises or local authorities gives them an
additional reason for wishing to ensure that such borrowing is for
technically sound projects.57

Second, borrowers whose activities and financial position are not
primarily project driven are likely to find the Bank’s insistence on project
appraisal irrelevant and costly in terms of management time. This would
apply, for example to public authorities and to financial institutions. The
timing and magnitude of the borrowing needs of governments are driven

571L is probably ill this $cnsc l.ll~l[ the Bank’s mallagement see goverllnleHt guaralltees

as ~’the worst type that you can have’, because if the proiect goes wrong, the guarantor is

both a shareholder and likely to bc called on again in the lkmwc as a guarantor.
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by a great variety of factors, including the state of the macroeconomy, and
tile mamrlt), structure of their existing debt. Debt management activities of
these govermnents are largely concerned with balancing interest cost with
maturities and exchange risks. Because of the need to prepare for it a

dossier containing sufficient projects to back the borrowing, the EIB is not
likely to be taken seriously as a funding source by the central debt
management experts of a country which itself has a good credit-rating
in ternationally.

Third, the appraisal procedure can serve as a useful external discipline

on public agencies in ranking their development projects. The Bank is the
only agency which conducts such appraisals across the Community on a
consistent basis, and thereby it has the ability to become aware of
international discrepancies in the rate of return on investlnent in different
sectors.

Fourth, the Bank has the technical capacity to take the lead finance
role in infrastructural or industrial projects of a large or novel kind. ~qaile

this lead financier role is also driven by the political consideration that the
Bank’s approval implies a political commitment by the shareholding
countries, the Bank’s technical appraisal can also play a part in establishing
credibility [kw the project.

The Bank has been involved in some programme-g,pe lending. Cases in
point related to the IMPs, and also to what are known ,as "fi’amework loans".
The latter have been introduced for Portugal and h’eland. They involve
establishing a simplified approval fi’amework for a sequence of broadly
similar project loans. Reliance is being placed to some extent on the local
appraisal capability. The Bank hopes that rigorous implementation of the
simplified approval process (a 5-page application form is enough, but it
nanst satisfy pre-set criteria) will resuh in there I)eing no fall-off in average
project quality in the fi’amework loans.

It should he noted that the Bank’s technical and economic appraisal
functions are more vigorously exercised in its lending outside the
Conlmunity, where the Bank takes a more active role in influencing the
technical aspects of a project. In this case, the Bank is performing more of a
developmental role than it does within the Community, though still not ,as
much as the World Bank, whose project officers and technical staff take the
lead in promoting and designing many of the projects which it finances.

4.2 The ECSC
D, qthout having conducted an in-depth evaluation of ECSC procedures

a few general remarks must suffice. The ECSC appears to place less
reliance than the EIB does on project appraisal for conversion loans;
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probably this is because the vast majority of these loans are channelled

through intermediaries as "global loans". Yet, in so far as they are
subsidised loans, it is arguable that they should receive a greater economic
cost-benefit scrutiny than unsul~sidised lending. Indeed, tile Court of
Auditors, in its Special Report (3/90) raised doubts as to the effectiveness
of tile ECSC’s procedures for ensuring that intermediaries verify that job
creation objectives have been realised.

The importance of carrying out formal cost-benefit analysis should not
be minimised. In theory loan subsidies could be provided for schemes
which do not have a net social benefit if such factors as spillover effects-~8

are not taken into account. Were it not for tile interest suhsidy, tile need
for such analysis would be less: after all if the ECSC refused to
accommodate tile developer, another bank would probably come forward.
But the subsidised funds introduce a distortion in tile market, and it is
important to ensure that tile distortion arising should offset other
distortions (such as those generated in tile course of indusu’ial decline)
rather than exacerbating them.

Up to now, sufficient ECSC budgetary funds have been available to
finance the associated interest subsidies, coming to over 50m ECU per
annum. Some pressure on lhese resources has been foreseen and is likely
to be alleviated by the recent decision Io permit the use of ERDF funds for
subsidising tile interest costs of borrowing for projects under CSFs ill the
ECSC regions.

4.3 The Role of the Commission in the C’~Ts and the Operational Prog~’ammes
Tile scope of the present study does not extend to an analysis of tile role

of the Commission in the process of developing tile CSFs and tile
Operational Programmes. Nevertheless, understanding this role and how it
might evolve becomes relevant to judging what the role of the EIB might be
in a new rotmd of CSFs. A key element in tile reform of tile Structural Ftmds
was the shift fi’om a project-hased approach to intervening through mnhi-
annual programmes "ill order to ensure better coherence and effectiveness
in the actions taken". In practice an important aspect of the objective here
was to streamline tile decision and approval procedure so that tile services of
tile Commission would not become overloaded with derailed assessment of a
nluhitude of individual projects. This also entailed a degree of delegation of
the design as well as the implementation of programmes to tile regions.

fiSSuch as nlight occur when a i]e’,,doper creates enlploylnel/t i11 a new supernlarket

development at tim eventual cost of the closl,re of old-established but less well-equipped or
located retail outlets.
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In evoh,ing the appropriate manner of assessing regional submissions,
whether inputs into CSFs or draft operational programmes, there remain
unresolved issues. Should there be a more formal use of cost-benefit

techniques; can these techniques be decentralised in such a way as to allow
a greater control by the Commission without a commensurate increase in
the workload, effectively nullifying the trend towards programme financing
that has been established?

When it comes to the complex range of policy issues that arise in
deciding a package of public spending it is never sufficient to rely solely on
formal cost-benefit analysis. Political and strategic considerations inevitably
come into play. This is especially trne at the level of generality in which
CSFs and even Operational Programmes under the Structural Funds are
formulated. Cost-benefit analysis comes into its own in quantifying a
number of well-understood market imperfections.

We may distinguish between narrow and broad uses of cost-benefit
analysis. In its narrow use, such a quantification can be used to rank
ahernative policy initiatives of a generally similar kind: these could be
mutually exclusive alternatives such as arise in determining the location of
an airport, or the alignment of a road, or they could involve establishing
priorities within a class of projects as with deciding the order in which road
improvements are to be carried out. Cost-benefit analysis is much less
reliable in choosing between broad priorities in substantially different
fields of policy, (as bet~veen sanitary improvements and vocational training
for example). But it can provide some useful indications even for such
broad decisions.

Applying this narrow-broad distinction to Structural Fund categories
we may say that cost-benefit analysis is more reliable in choosing between
projects than in choosing between programmes. To the extent that the
former choice is now being substantially delegated to regional and
national authorities under the reform of the Structural Funds, it is natural
that the Commission’s use of formal economic appraisal techniques (cost-
benefit analysis) should be rather limited - much more limited than that of
the EIB. But it is worth considering whether the Commission should not
pay more attention to this area if only to establish and maintain guidelines
for the implementation of cost-benefit analysis in order to allow it to be
satisfied that the regional attthorities are in fact implementing an adequate
ranking of projects.



Chapter 5

SCOPE FOR ,5; }%q£’RG Y

5.1 Building on What Exists
The natural starting point for any policy initiatives must be the

identified strengths of the organisation. The EIB is a financial institution.
Its strengths are those of a well-capitalised long-term project-oriented
credit bank. The options for change must respect and build on these
strengths. Proposed reforms will not work unless the institutions and
individuals invok,ed in achieving them are motiwlted to do so. Among the
strengths of the EIB may be mentioned:

First, a small but vahlable staff which is experienced (a) in mobilising
long-term wholesale funds in a professional manner; (b) in providing
technical and economic appraisal of investment projects, especially those
of an infi’astructural nature; (c) in identifying and working with polential
borrowers, especially those in the parapttblic sector.

Second, the AAA credit rating which tim EIB eqio),s: high intelmcdiary
credit ratings are less common than they used to be, and accordingly must
be more highly valued. The sources of this credit raling have been

¯ discussed above.
Third, the substantial reserves over and above what would be neecled

for normal prudent operation of the I~ank represent an important
resource which is at present being used to make profits and thus to
generate growth in the reserves.

Fourth, as with most Banks, its client base, especially among borrowers,
is a valuable resotu’ce.

The possible directions for reform must be assessed with these
strengths in mind.

5.2 Seven Possible Di’lections for Policy h~itiatives
This subsection reviews seven possible directions in which policy

initiatives might be seriously considered. There tire pros and cons for each
and, while none can be absolutely ruled out, some of these directions do
not seem very promising on balance. Although nluch of the CSFs relate to
public sector projects, many of the initiatives mentioned here relate more
to support for financing needs of the private sector, as it is in this area that
market failures and deficiencies of finance are likely to be most acute.

53
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Programme Lending
Since the reform of the Su’uctural Funds involved a sbift fi’om project-

based grant-aid to programme based assistance, it is natural to inquire
whether the same shift should be adopted for EIB and ECSC lending.
~,.~,qaat would be involved? A programme loan typically means one granted
to (or" against the guarantee of) a sovereign borrower to finance a
prescribed programme, the quality of which has been pre-assessed. The
most straightforward type of programme lending, in the context of the
CSFs, would involve (a) the selection of a suitable operational programme;
(b) determination of an appropriate scale of loan financing; (c) the
extension, on a quasi-automatic basis, of a line of credit fi-om the EIB to
the lead agency of the operational programme in the amotmts specified.
This credit would be guaranteed by the national government.

Much has been made of the dichotomy between the programme
approach, now adopted by the Structural Ftmds, and the project approach
to lending u,’aditionally used by the EIB. Critics of the EIB blame the lack of
a closer involvement with the Structural Funds on this dichotomy; and the
EIB management appears to accept this argument, responding that its
mission as a financial institution requires it to be a project lender. But this
dichotomy as presented appears to us to be overplayed. Though the EIB
certainly goes through all the motions of a project-based approach, and
tmderstands itself to be project<lriven, its lending decisions are also strongly
determined by the requirement of a first-class gnarantee. Continuing
relationships with public authorities or ptd)lic enterprises, notably in
infi’astructural activity in Community countries, has allowed the EIB to relax

its project appraisal scrutiny in many cases of repeal lending, thereby
merging into programme lending. It would admittedly be a differen! matter
to lend quasi-automatically to new borrowers against a programme drawn up
without close EIB involvement, but not so much different (provided the
loan was guaranteed by government) as to rule it out of court.

Among the changes vL~’-a-vis the present situation would be the filct that
tbe scale of EIB financing established for a programme would be a firm
one, and not simply the indicative envelope at present included in CSFs.
Furthermore, the EIB would not be required to assess individual projects
or to evaluate the progress of the operational programme on its own
account. This evaluation would continue to be carried out by the
monitoring committees, on which the EIB would continue to be
represented, but the responsibility for repayment of tbe loan would be
entirely borne by the lead agency and the national government.

Establishment of a programme loan facility would have certain
advantages. For one thing, it could ease the financing problems faced by
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individual project pronloters. They would in effect be able to ohtain
matching loan finance fi’om the lead agency as soon as their project was
approved for grant aid. The need to service and repay the loan to the EIB
would, at the same time, impose a certain financial discipline on the lead
agency in giving grants and loans (see Chapter 3 above); there is no
comparable discipline in the present grants-only approach.

Programme lending of this type need not involve a curtaihlmnt of the
other lending activities of the EIB. The capacity of the international capital
markets to absorb further Ell?, paper would not he a malerial constraint at
present. Not" would there be any great need for an expansion of EIB staff
given the nature of the programme loan. In particular, the programmes
being l~llallced would require no more appraisal than would ah’eady have
been carried out for the purl)ose of deciding on grant-aid. The EIB would

not have an independent responsihility to ensure that the programme was
economically and technically sound. However, the Bank wotdd contribttte to
the decision-making process for the CSFs and the operational programmes,
thereby helping to ensure that ;ill such progralnnles were sound.

Admittedly, the fact that individual projects were not being appraised
would remove one of the safety nets which EIB lending, other Ihan global
loans, has at present. We have already pointed out thai there is scope for a
somewhat more relaxed approach without this posing any threat to the
Bank’s credit rating.

Any bank of tim EIB’s standing is reluctant to be associated with the
financing of a hadly planned or unsotlild programme or project. Even if its
own lending is adequately secured, its market reputation could be
tarnished by such lending. This is a consideration that needs to be borne
in mind, and it means that the Bank should be able to reserve the right to
stand aloof from financing certain opperational progranlines through a
programme loan.

From the public policy point of view, there are also some drawhacks
which may need to be considered. The availability of this automatic line of
credit to project promoters through the lead agency would definitely
reduce the role of the private Iinancial market in financing CSFs. The long-
term objective of improving the efficiency and cohesion of financial
markets especially for assisted regions would be damaged. Furthermore, the
discipline of submitting the project to the independent scrutiny of a privam
Iinancial intermediary would be lost.s~ Finally, the need to insist on a

59Discipline aspects are teased out IllOrc generally in Chapter 3, Scclilm 3.2 ah~l’ee.

That discussion implies that among the most attractive programmes for this fi:~z’m of Imuling

are those where the stlb-borrowers are public agencies that ~11{2 not []llallCia]]y aUlOllOlll(~us,
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government guarantee for [)rogt’amme lending would mean that tile
implementation of such programmes would add to government or
government-guaranteed borrowing at a time when governments need to cut
back as much as possible on deficit finance. This last objection on I)road
principles of puhlic finance discipline could prove to be tile decisive one.

It must be recognised that the Bank has considerable experience in
dealing with intermediaries through its global loans. Its view as to the ability
of the lead agency to administer the programme loan successfully should
have considerable weight with the Commission services in considering the
appropriateness of a given programme loan. It is quite possible that, in
certain circumstances, a lead agency which was perfectly satisfactory for
grant administration might not be ideal for loan administration. At tile
same time, tile Bank should not be so rigid as to insist on the lead agency
satisfying the Bank’s usual banking criteria for a global loan intermediary.
Here, and in the matter of programmes with which tile Bank is not happy
on more general grounds, there needs to be a dialogue between the
Commission services and tile managemenl of tile Bank in achieving a
satisfactory outcome.

The main pnrpose of initiating programme lending would be to meet
tile political requiremen! that the CLls be more closely linked with the

CSFs. The likely success of programme lending in achieving a large
increase in the volnme of CSF-related lending is unclear, though the
prospects are good if only because of the convenience for a grant recipient
receiving loan finance from the same source. If it is successfid, however,
one would need to be sure that the substantial increase in lending was not
undermining budgetary discipline. At the end of tile day, the decision ill
favour of or against this kind of lending will hinge on the balance of public
policy considerations mentioned.6°

A New Approach to Risk
Tile role of banks in providing risk capital has been discussed in

Section 3.3 above with the conclusion that, despite tile risks that have
become nlore evident in recent years, there is sonle scope for banks to

contribute to risk capital, and that the conservative approach adol)ted by
tile EIB can be thought of as a rather extreme position. If the EIB were to
develop a more active approach to risk, this would require i~ew products
and new pricing methods.

t~}ll’~ iL~ recenl statement of ] ] Fcl)rua~T 1992 "From the Single Act to Maasu-icht and

Beyond: The Means to Match Our Ambitions" the Commission appears to have endorsed

the idea of the EIB having credit lines to support the fin:racing of i)rogvamlnes.
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To take pricing lit’st: the banker’s view regarding pricing of risky loans
is diametrically opposed to the development enthusiast’s approach. The
latter recognizes tile considerable chance that any given risky project may
not succeed, and looks to tile bank to provide low-interest funding to give
tile proiect promoter a better incentive to continue with it. The banker, 19),
contrast, will not share significantly in the high profits of a successful
project. Accordingly he needs to charge a sufficiently high interest rate to
allow for tile losses incurred on unsuccessful projects wllich were unable to
repay borrowed moneys. But interest rates cannot be set too high:
otherwise too many prudent promoters will be discouraged, leaving tile
bank, at tile limit, with a client-base of reckless or dishonest borrowers. It is
not tile case that for :.Ill), project there is an interest tale at which the bank
would be willing to lend to that borrower. Tile banker most find a middle
padl: he will pitch the interest rate on risky loans somewhat higher than
that lot secure loans, but in addition he will take steps to refuse the riskiest
type of borrower.

Which should prevail, tile banker’s view or tile development
enthusiast’s view on pricing of risky loans? Uhimately, tile pricing policy
adopted will be transmitted into the profit and loss account of the bank.
Accordingly, if tile banker’s view is not to be adopted, tbere must be a
subvention to cover losses so that the bank can remain financially
independent and responsible for its own profits and loss. But as ah’eady
discussed, interest subsidies raise considerable problems, and are not
recommended. This report therefore sides with the banker’s view:

development objectives are not best served 19), inserting interest subsidies.
So tile new products if any will require either higher interest rates, or

interest subsidies fi’om tile Community. This applies to such products as
start-up finance and mezzanine finance already identified above as
potential risk-niches for tile EIB.

An alternative is venture capital. By pooling equity investments in a
number of risky projects (in tile manner already described in Chapter 3,
Section 3.1 above) a risk capital fund can become an acceptable
investment even for a cautious bank. One reason is that tile capital gains
fi’om successful equity investments made 19), tile fund can go a long wa), to
offsetting the losses fi’om tile failures. Another reason is that tbe managers
of the risk capital fund will typically become involved in oversight of the
strategic management and perfot’mance of tile projects to a greater extent

than is possible for tile banker wbo merely provides a loan. This is
obviously a potentially attractive alternative. If linked with tile financing of
a grant-aided project under the Structural Funds it could also meet tile
objective, su’essed above, of sharing in the benefits of what prove ex post to
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be over-generous grants. As ah’eady mentioned, this route is al present
I)eing explored by the EIB, but in what call only be described as a watered-
down version, with comparatively little risk being assumed by the Bank.
The legal obstacles to a more energetic approach need to be examined
with a view to statutory atnendnlenls its necessary,

Accepting more risk requires more risk evaluation. This is costly in term
of stall" resonrces, and uses skills that are not at present part of die EIB’s
tool-kit. While the additional risks may be acceptable ill view of the very
considerable financial reserves available to it, the Bank could reasonal)ly
argue that the adminisu’ative costs involved would change its character
drastically by moving it much more into the retail lending field. It is hard to
avoid tile conclusion that financial resources deployed in riskier lending
shonld be administered through one or more separately managed
sul)sidiaries, possibly including joint ventures with the private sector.

By establisiling risk capital subsidiaries in the Commnnity’s less
sophisticated financial markets tile Bank could materially contribute to
banking know-how. This would happen not only through demonstration
effects, but also as a resttlt of tile inevitable mobility throughout the
banking system of staff that it trained.61

It is less clear how establishment of risk capital subsidiaries could
directly contril)ute to links between the EIB and the Strnctul~, I Funds. No
doubt some of the beneficiaries of tile risk finance would be conu’ibuting
to the objectives of the CSFs, and some would be benefiting fi’om grant-aid,

but tile links wotdd tend to be incidental, as at present.

Interest Snbsidies
The EIB has ill tile past, and tile ECSC does at present, provide loans

carrying interest subsidies for some I)orrowers. These interest sul)sidies
have not been fnnded hy cross-snbsidisation fi’om other borrowers, or out
of tile capital resources of the institutions, but from budgetary
subventions. It would be possihle on an administrative and legal basis to
envisage an expansion of snch subsidies.62 The question is: would this be a
good idea?

The merits and drawbacks of sul)sidised interest rates have been
discussed above in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. Traditionally seen as an
important develol)ment insu’ument, interest subsidies have fallen foul of a

61The cstal)lishment of risk subsidiaries also appears to be endorsed in the

Commissi~,i~’s Sl;llelnent of I I FebruaO’, 1992.

62And interesl subsidies would obviously be welcomed b v borrowers, as stressed in the

tcccnl slttdy b)’ Ernst and Young, op. dl.
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sharp shift of opinion in mosl countries. Many arguments and experiences
have been adduced against the idea, and few solid argunaents I)rought
forward in its favour.

In the present context a special argunaent in favottr of interest
subsidies for CSF-related loans would be the potential to achieve the
political objective of a higher volume of CSF-related projects co-financed
through Conamttnity loans, in accordance with what was hoped for at the
time of the Reform of the Structural Funds. Effcctively, by transferring a
relatively small portion of the Structural Funds for use as interest subsidies,
an artificial demand for Community loans wottld I)e created.6"~ There is no

doubt that this strategy would be successful in achieving a greater volume
of Community lending to CSF-related projects6’t. But it would have
unfortunate byproducts of the type discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3
including a worsening of rent-seeking, heavier deadweight costs and a
distortion ofconlpany financial structures.

It is true that promoters of long-term capital investment have been
badly hit by high nominal interest rates impioging on their cash-flow
before their project was in full production. Lower nominal interest rates in
most EC cotmtries in recent years, a~lcI even more prospectively as the
EMU takes shape, reduce this prol)lem, as do the availability of more
sophisticated lencling instrunlents including early years’ nloratorittms.
High nonlinal interest rates attributal)le to high inllation were never a
good argument for interest subsidy, but only for a restructuring of the
time-pattern of debt service payments.

Interest rate sul)sidies funded by sul)vention are attractive to the

lending banker because they provide him with a ready market for the
subsidised loans. The willingness of the EIB to operate an interest subsidy

scheme should not be taken in itself as a strong reason for going down this
rottte. The banker who is faced with competition fi’onl subsidised interest
rates is less enthusiastic about the idea. By giving the EIB a special
privileged position, interest subsidies selectively granted to it would nullify
its role in promoting improved financial sector efficiency through fair
competition.

63A hundred million ECU per annum of budgetalT cost woukl be associated with 31)
EGO ol more of Joalls. The tl-ansparent]y cosln(:lic ii~lltlte of ibis level~gt2 llltlst l’,~ise some
doub~ as to its ability to have a lasting political impact.

f~The exception would be in ECSC regions, where subsidies not tied to CSFs already
exist. Btll see the recommendations for the CSF in Chapter 5. Section 5.3 below.
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An EC Loan Guarantee Scheme

Borrowers who au’e unable to secure adequate guarantees can benefit
neitber from individual non" global EIB loans. Inability to provide adequate
guaramees on" other security is a barrier to SME invesmlent anti may hold
back projects that would otherwise be in line with operational programmes
under CSFs. Cotdd there be a case for a Commtmity-sponsored loan
guarantee scheme?

The case for and against here contains many ecboes of the discussion of
risk-finance and interest subsidies above. It is u+ue that lending to SMEs is an
area prone to market failure. It might seem that, by pooling a large number
of risks the government or anotber central body coukl, for relatively little
COSt, ovel’conle the n’eluctance of financial internlediaries to lend to

indivkhLall), risky borrowers. But tbe intervention may be worse than the
cure. Centrally administered loan guarantee schemes generally prove to he
underpriced in that claims on tile scheme outweigh the cost of guarantee
charged to the borrower. Because they involve no immediate outlay, such
schemes tend to he popular with governments at first. But by removing or
reducing tile financial intermediary’s incentive to screen tile borrower,
adverse selection sets in and the average quality of loan applicam tends to be
low. In short, the loan guarantee scheme usually involves a hidden subsidy.

Recent types of partial loan guarantee in development finance have
involved the guaranto!" taking responsihility for the later interest on"
amortisation payments65. Evaluating the degree of risk involved here is

difficult, but it is certainly much higher than a guarantee of a flat
proportion of all the servicing.

With loan guarantees, the less financially successful the project is, the
higber the subsidy that is eventually paid. Accordingly, a loan guarantee
scheme could be targeted at projects falling within tile scope of the CSFs
would represent a significant breach of the ceilings adopted for the
percentage of project cost to be grant-aidecl.

"Development Banking"
The achievement of economic cohesion requires many of the same

types of improvements as have heen songht in respect of the Third World
for many years by development institutions. Spearheaded by the activities
of the World Bank, "development banking" has become a well-known,
though somewbat loosely defined, concept. In the present context we
understand it to mean an approach to lending which goes beyond tbe

~;SCf. Richard Kitchen. "Some Experiences fronn Developing Coumries", paper

iZ)l+Cp;lt+cd fi)r EC Commission Semillal-. May 1991.
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u’adilional I’uncl.ions of the banker to inchide ihe idenliflc:ilion of
i)romising projects or programme areas - even going so far as to become
effectively a co-promoter - and close preparatory work with promoters to
ensure al)propriate technical specilicafion.

This kind of activity is of course very expensive in terms of staff" time.
For example, the World Bank’s staff is much larger than that of the Ell?,66

even though it lends roughly the same anlount. The correspondingly
higher interest margins charged by the World Bank make it unauraciive as
a source of funds to the more successful of l.he developing eounlries. For
non-sovereign borrowers in the less-developed parts of the EC, howevel;
higher interest margins could be envisaged for loans which were supported

by this kind of intensive preparatory and pre-appraisal work.
In its actMties in non-EC counu’ies, the Bank’s staff ah’eady have some

experience of this kind of work. That experience coulcl be buih upon and
applied in Objective I regions where project development has been a
bottleneck in bringing projects under the CSFs to completion, or even to
the stage where they could be appraised in the normal way for an Ell?, or
otiaer loan.

Admittedly, the principle of subsidiarity requires thai project
iclentiflcation and pre-evahuu.ion be carried out generally at tim national
or regional level. It would appear to rule out heaW involvement of the EIB

in this work across the Community. But there are said to be parts of
Greece, Portugal and perhaps other countries where the administrative
capabilities are not sufficient to push the needed projects forward.

Perhaps the best approach on this fl’ont would be to target regions of
special need and place a task force in operation to work in the context of
the CSFs to identify and develop projects under the CSFs. In the first
instance two task forces Could be Sel to work, Olle ill Greece and one i11,

say, Portugal. Each task force would be led by EIB stafl, in consuhation
with the Services of the Commission. It would be assigned a particular
sectoral focus and the fnembers of the task Ibrce chosen for their relevant
experience. The Ell?, has occasionally made special efforts in the past to
generate loan I)usiness in targcl areas. This initiative would differ from
previous efforts in the amount of preparatory work budgeted: this task
force would have the resources to work on projects that were much less
advanced than is the norm for the Bank. Furthermore their task wotlld be

defined, not by the objective ofgenerating loan activity, but by reference to
the objectives of the Structural Funcls. The projects identified would have

to be eligible for Structural Funcl financing.

c’~iMorc than 6,000 compared with just about 750 al the El B.
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The ol)jection may be made to this proposal that the difficulty of
getting projects under way in certain regions is often political as much as
technical in nature, and that a task force would be of little avail against
political problems. Tile capacily of an EIB task force to overcome the
barriers, whether administrative, technical or political, should not be
overestimated; nevertheless it wotl]d not be negligible.

Better Institutional Links with the Structu~,ql Funds

At present, the EIB may be represented on each of the CSF organising
committees. In practice, it is absent more often than not. The ECSC is kept
informed of CSF activities, but it too is rarely physically present at
organising committee meetings. In fact, neither organisation could
possibly cover the enormous number of committee meetings that are
involved in the CSF process, given staff resources, and given the relatively
small results which they would anticipate in terms of loan activity. How
could this impasse be resolved. Is there some p~, ctical way of establishing
stronger organisational or institutional links between the CSFs, on the one
hand, and the EIB and the ECSC on the other?

One suggestion is that targets could be set for both the EIB and the
ECSC for their co-financing of projects being grant-aided under the CSFs.
This would have the merit of focusing the attention of EIB loan officers on
CSF projects and presumably this might make it easier for promoters who
have not been able to obtain loan finance to get the attention of EIB or
ECSC staff. Some project promoters may not be sufficiently aware of the
EIB and ECSC loan facilities, some will not have the ability to present their
project proposal in a manner which would normally be reqtfired to meet
EIB and ECSC demands. However, bearing in mind that these would be
small-scale borrowers and that EIB and ECSC assistance to small borrowers
is exclusively through global loans, this idea could be effective only to the
extent that the CLIs started to make individual loans to small promoters.
This target or quota approach would be strongly resisted by tile EIB
management as interfering materially with the independence of their
banking judgments. On the whole it does not seem a very promising route.

An entirely different type of institutional link cotdd come through
greater integration of appraisal techniques. We do not recommend using
Ell?, project appraisal abilities directly in evaluating projects for grant-aid.
This would be a major diversion of EIB resources into supporting the
Commission in a function which shotdd be substantially devolved according
to the principle of snbsidiarity. Bnt we do think the EIB’s experience with
project appraisal could be used on a one-off basis to make an intensive effort
to improve project appraisal procedures built-in to the new round of CSFs.
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This would also divert some staff resom’ces fi’om normal Ell?, work, but
would potentially be of very considerable longer-term value. It would call
for a more structured and active participation of the EIB economic
appraisal services in helping to build-up an appraisal capability for the
Structural Ftmds. As ah’eady indicated in Chapter 4, Section 4.3 above
there seems to be a need for better appraisal procedures both of the
"broad" type, designed to judge which are the most advantageous areas for
policy initiatives under CSFs (e.g. ranking operational programmes) and
the "narrow" type (choosing among projects within an operational
programme). In the latter case the need is for decentralised procedures
which can be readily checked by the Commission.

As the most experienced organisation in carrying out appraisals of
infi’astroctural projects on EC-wide basis, the Ell?, is well-placed to help the
Commission to design procedures of both types for the coming round of
CSFs. EIB experts could help design procedures to help the Commission
and the national and regional authorities in choosing between
programmes at the design stage of the CSFs. They could also design send-
formal procedures to be applied by lead agencies in choosing between
potential projects nnder the programmes. Formal appraisal procedures
will certainly never take over the business of policy-making entirely, but
they can simplify and organise it..

In helping in this design eftort and in its early implementation, the EIB
staff would inevitably become more involved in the Structural Fund area
and more aware of the financing needs and opportunities, and of the El B’s
ability to supply these. A useful synerg), could result.

Business Advisory Services
Financing gaps for viable projects in assisted regions are partly

attributable to lack of business and financial skills in SMEs wishing to
prepare financing proposals. Local banks may also lack the necessary skills
for evaluating longer-term loan proposals. Consideration should be given
to assisting, with grant-aid fi’om the Su’uctural Funds, business advisory
services and banker training facilities in regions where this is a problem.67

One of the functions of the business advisory service would be to
provide an improved flow of infornmtion beuveen CSF projects and the
EIB and ECSC lending facilities to ensure inttn" alia that eligible projects
did not forgo needed loan assistance through ignorance of its awtilability.

67Som¢ practical recommendatiolls for this have ah’ead)’ been provided b)’ Ernst &
Young (op. c/t. pp. xxxi-xxxii).
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5.3 7"he ECSC
ECSC lending activities were not examined in detail: they are driven by

the special mandate of the ECSC and are hard to categorise within overall
Conununity polic); though the conversiou loans which account for one-
half or more of the lending and the bulk of the interest subsidies are
designed to create employment in depressed areas just like other lending
and grants in Objective 2 regions. Some of the considerations already
advanced against the use of interest subsidies seem to apply with
considerable force to the ECSC conversion loan subsidies. In particular, it
is unlikely tbat the ECSC interest subsidies, totalling in most cases no more
than about 6-7 per cent of the present value of the loan, really make the
clifference between a project going ahead and not, especially when one
notes that intermediaries interviewed for the Court of Auditors’ study
declared that the), would not have allowed the existence of dae subsidy to
influence their judgement as to the creditworthiness of borrowers.

It has been argued that the ECSC is like a club, narrower in focus than
the Community in general, raising levies on its members and spending the
proceeds for their benefit. From that perspective, the ECSC interest
subsidies are not something which should be integrated into overall
Community policy. Whatever about that, it has to be acknowledged that the
new regulations allow ERDF fnnds to be used for some of these interest
subsidies now. Furthermore, the benefits (if any) of the subsidies hardly go
to this club in any narrow sense: only 1 in 15 of the jobs said to be created
through ECSC loans went to former ECSC workers.

So far as unsubsidised conversion loans are concerned, they should
continue to be fnrther integrated into the CSF process as foreseen by the
1990 operational rules. But the inevitable corollary of previous discussion
is that the extension of interest subsidies, foreshadowed in the operational
rules, to be financed out of the Structural Funds is inadvisable. This
provision should therefore be reconsidered. It is desirable that there
should be ready access to ECSC loans for qualified CSF projects. However,
as with the EIB, it seems difficuh to justify restricting the use of global
loans to CSF-supported projects, and the emphasis should instead be on an
information campaign to ensure that the existence of ECSC financing
through global loans is available. In addition, the use of lead agencies as
intermediaries for programme loans, as already described for the EIB
above, and as also provided for - at least in outline - in the operational
rules, could be considered more actively by the ECSC.

Given that the general function of tmsubsidised ECSC conversion loans
is almost identical to that of other regional development lending to
Objective 2 regions, it is natural to ask whether a separate administration
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of these loans is warranted. The dnplication of effort is hardly significant
so long as the suhsidised loans remain in place under ECSC funding. If
and when interest subsidies are phased out ill the ECSC, it will seem
natural to transfer responsibility for this type of global loan to the EIB. Tbe
suggestion that these loans should thereafter be administered by the EIB
need not imply any change in respect to Article 54 loans, the policy for
which is not being reviewed here.

5.4 Conchtsion

In contrast to tile situation which prevailed when it was founded, the EIB
is now only one of a variety of alternative providers. This is clearly the case
for large borrowers, whether in the public sector or not, and is also true of
most small beneficiaries in that tbey access EIB funds only through
intermediaries in the "global loans". Many of its borrowers have alternative
possible sources of funds at similar interest rates and even at similar
maturities. As the efficiency of financial markets in Member States improves,
a process that will be accelerated by tile completion of the Internal Market
and progress towards EMU, the role of the EIB in achieving Commnnity
objectives will tend to become less central. For tile immediate future,
however, the EIB remains a force for promoting cohesion through enhanced
competition and efficiency in tbe lagging financial markets.

Closer links can he forged between the lending institutions and the
Structttral Funds, and that this can best be done by building on existing
institutional strengths as well as hy promoting certain types of co-operation
between institutions so that each can benefit from the strengths of the
others.

Guiding our attempt to achieve a closet" link hetween Community loans
and the Structural Funds has been a methodological fi’amework setting out
the respective functions of loan and grant finance. This framework,
(h’awing on tile theory of financial structure points to the risk-sharing and
discipline or incentive effects of various forms of financing. Previous
approaches to the grant-loan mix for Structural Funds have taken no
cognisance of these aspects.

The question: "In what proportion should loan and grant finance he
provided for development projects?" has already heen addressed by the
Commission and tile EIB. A schedule of maxinaun~ rates of grant assistance
has been established limiting Community grant aid, with the ceilings being
established according to tile location of tile project and its potential to
generate revenue. This schedule was mainly designed to ensure that
limited grant finance was spread as widely as possible, and was not greater
than necessary to ensure that the project went ahead.
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The grant-loan mix schedule does not dictate a minimum amount of
matching Community loans. Nor should it. Our proposal is that this
question of grant-loan mix be rephrased to ask: what financial structure
offers the best risk-sharing and incentive effccts? The feasibility of two

concrete though radical suggestions in this field should be explored. First,
a procedure of auctioning grant-aid among rivals’ projects and
programmes could be instituted, perhaps in association with the loan
appraisal abilities of the EIB. Second, revenue-sharing or similar
arrangements could be put in place to allow the Funds to benefit from
unexpectedly good returns in revenue-generating projects.

We have considered possible initiatives under a nnmber of headings.
These include the introduction of programme lending to complement the
Bank’s traditional emphasis on project lending, a more aggressive
approach to evaluating, pricing and accepting risk, subsidised lending, the
idea of an EC loan guarantee scheme, greater use of EIB’s human
resources in project identification and project promotion, closet"
institutional involvement by the EIB in the preparation and
implementation of the next round of CSFs, and the snbsidisation of
business advisory services designed to ensure that small project promoters
call benefit from awtilable loan finance.

Despite the rapid development in financial markets in all Community
countries, there are still gaps and the exercise of monopoly power. By
providing long-term funds and competitive rates even in the less
competitive markets the EIB promotes cohesion by maintaining a degree
of pressure on private intermediaries. This pressure has, however, been
confined to the segment of the market relating to long-term guaranteed
borrowing.

There is no need for, and considerable arguments of principle against,
an expansion in the use of subsidised loans in tandem with grant-aid for
the Structural Funds. Interest subsidies have in general proved to be more
prone to implementation difficulties than capital grants: they are much
less likely to achieve the envisaged goals. An additional specific objection
would arise if interest subsidies were tied to EIB or other CLI loans as that

would distort the competition between financial institutions in the
Community, discouraging private intermediaries fi’om developing long-
term lending by locking-in many borrowers into the EIB and the other
CLIs. The establishment of an EC loan guarantee scheme would be subject
to similar criticisms.

Much has been made of the dichotomy between the programme
approach, adopted by the Sn’uctural Funds, and the project approach to
lending traditionally used by the EI B. Critics of the EIB blame the lack of a
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closer involvement with the Structural Funds on this dichotonay; and the
EIB appear to accept this argument, responding that their mission as a
financial institution requires t.hen~ to be project lenders. We argue that tile

dichotomy as presented is not as relevant as it might seem.
In fact the idea of opening a programme window at the EIB deserves

serious consideration. This would involve the lead agencies of selected
Operational Programmes (under CSFs) being accorded a block loan by the
EIB (subject as usual to government guarantee) for onlending to projects
within the Operational Programme. Arguments have been presented on
both sides here. lit [~tvour of the idea is the political requirement to have a
closer tie-in between Community loans and grants. Properly designed,
programme lending would not damage the other operations of the EIB,
and in some instances would not be too different from project lending,
especially if closer EIB involvement in tile preparation of the next round of
CSFs (and the operational programmes) allows them to approve loans
under these progranames more readily than was tile case in the first round.
The strongest al’gumenus against programme loans draw attention to the
fact that they could become essentially a new EIB facility lending to
Member States or regional authorities for general purposes. These
arguments raise wide questions concerning fiscal discipline which seem to
go beyond the scope of this study.

Pl’climinary ideas in the direction of using EIB funds more
adventurously are to be welcomed. The size of EIB’s reserves are ample to

absorb even consideral)le risks, and modest allocations for risk-capital
would not begin to exhaust the financial resources available in the Bank’s
balance sheet. Unfortunately, initial ideas here have bad to be watered-
down considerably to satisfy statutory requirements: it appears that a
change in the statutes of the EIB will be necessary if it is to make a more
worthwhile contribution to risk-finance. Among the market niches which
the EIB could explore in the context of a more adventurous approach to
risk would be the provision of second-tier, subordinated or mezzanine
debt, of a riskiness appreciably greater than its existing portfolio. Even
though it should bear a higher rate of interest, to compensate the Bank [br
the higher risk, such lending could be of considerable development
assistance in the backward regions, as these are also the regions where the
private financial system is at present unable or unwilling to provide such
assistance. Support for business advisory services could also help project
promoters to benefit from awfilable sources of loan finance.

ECSC lending activities were not examined in detail: they are driven by
the special mandate of the ECSC and are hard to categorise withila overall
Community policy. Their key component, snbsidisecl lending for
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conversion, is mainly administered through global loans, and is thus
necessarily not snbjected to a very detailed or rigorous economic appraisal
despite tile fact that interest subsidies are payable. These loans do not
necessarily fit into CSFs, even though they absorb subsidies. Clearly large,"
issues - going beyond the terms of reference of this study - are involved in
the ECSC operations and tile), should not be used as a model for the EIB.
Furthermore we question the nse of ERDF funds for these subsidies, as is
now allowed. In attempting to ensure access to (unsubsidised) ECSC global
loan funds for qualified CSF projects, the emphasis should be on an
information campaign in the relevant areas. The ECSC could also explore
the possibility of using lead agencies of selected Operational Programmes
nnder CSFs as intermediaries for programme lending as discussed above
tor the EIB, and as ah’eady provided for in the operational rules.

The EIB’s strengths in economic and technical appraisal and the
accumulated expertise of their staff in industrial and especially
infi,’asD’tJctural investment in Europe should be nsed as the basis for a P, vo-
pronged initiative. First, the development of the next round of CSFs
should include a more rigorous and considered ranking of priorities. The
role of the EIB in assisting in this activity should not be confined to
identifying possible demand for its loan facilities. Instead EIB officials
should be full members of the CSF teams and have as their special remit
ensuring that these plans at-e drawn up in a manner which allows specific
projects to be easily assessed for consistenc), witb criteria of economic
efficiency. Second, in order to overcome bottlenecks in project
identification and project development in backward regions, the EIB
should forn’l one or more task forces to be sent to work in co-operation
with national and regional authorities in targeted regions (Greece would
be a priority) in attempting to get projects off tile ground. (There is a
parallel here with tile EIB’s own proposals to have earlier and closer
involvement in certain infrastructure projects of European interest.)
Meeting these new tasks will involve more work for EIB staff, and
presumably will call for a modest and progressive increase in staffing to
allow for this. However, inasmuch as the intention is to build on existing
expertise, such an increase would have to be a gradual one only.
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OI3SERVA77ONS ON THE I:hVANCIAL STATEMIZ~NTS OF TI-IE EIB.

A.I Balance Sheet
The EIB had a tolal balance sheet size of 74.3b ECU at end-1991. A

snnmlary of tile 1991 balance sheet is given ill Table 1O. Of the total assets
some 66b ECU represented loans. There is a further 613 ECU in off-balance

sheet loans - the so-called Special Section - managed by the EIB for the
account of the Community and of others under tile NCI and Euratom as
well as for various loans ontside the Community. Tbese totals clearly
indicate the large size of the EIB as a long-term credit bank. It is, however
worth bearing in mind that these sums are dwarfed by tile balance sheet
sizes of the world’s largest commercial banks. Tile largest of these, the DKB
of Japan, had an end-1989 balance sheet of $415 billion, compared with
just $60 billion for the EIB. Indeed, the largest banks in each of the UK,
France, Ge,’many, Tile Netherlands, Italy and Belgium have bigger tolal
balance sheets than tile EIB.

TIle rapid recent growth of tile EI B is also noteworthy, with tile balance
sheet total jumping by almost one half in the 3 years fi’om end-1987, when
the balance sheet total was less than 4313 ECU. The potenlial for furdler
growth has been pnt in place through the doubling of tile subscribed
capital as fi’om the first day of 1991. According to tile EIB’s statute, the
total of loans and gnarantees must not exceed 2.5 times the subscribed
capital; tile new capital lifts this ceiling to 14413 ECU, allowing a headroom
of over 82b ECU over tile existing stock of loans and guarantees. The Bank
itself anticipates fm’ther rapid growth sufficient to exhaust tills by 1995.

The growth has been achieved with the assistance of 15.5b ECU of new
loans in 1991. Although widely employed as tile "headline" figure for
measuring EIB activity, tbese gross new lending figures must be interpreted
with care. For instance tile 15.5b shrinks to 1 119 ECU when lo.’tn
t’epayments are taken into account.68 Still, even the smaller figure is
appreciahle.

68Commercial banks do not use figures for new lo:tns granled because of Ihe

predominantly revolving nature of their flmds; the practice is meaningful :tt all only I~)r

long-term credit banks such as the EIB.

69
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Community borrowers are predominant in the loan portfolio: ahnost
95 per cent by value at end-1989 for the on-balance sheet loans and 80 per
cent for the Special Section.

Table 10a: EIB Summao, Ba&nce Sheet at End-1989

As,~ets

Recci~d)le from member slates ( I )

Cash

[ nvestnlcn k%

Borrowing proceeds to be Received

Loans Outstanding (net)

(total oukstanding) 53,288

(less undisbursed) 5,616

Accrued Interest

Special Deposits (2)

Interest Subsidies (3)

Land and I~uildings

Other (4)

Liabilitie~+

686 Paid-in capital 2,596

2,090 Suutuo~’ Resera,e (5) 2.880

1,206 Additional Reserves 2,221

496 Other Provisions (6) 175

47,672 Payable to member states (I) 19

Short-term Notes 988

Medium and long-term borrowings 41,332

1,319 Accrued Interest 1,537

781 Bonds and Coupons Due 781

164 [nterest Subsidies (3) 573

36 P.alance of P & 1. Account 1989 808

560 Other (including sundry creditors) 1,000

Total 55,010 Total 55,010

(I) On account of called capital or adjtlstment of capital contribtttions

(2) Held against bonds and coupons due and not yet paid.

(3) Receivables for inlerest subsidies paid in ad~’ance and liability for interest subsidies
rect:ived in advTmce.

(4) Including unamortised issuing charges.

(5) I 0 per cent of subscribed capital.

(6) Fund for Staff Pensions and for ECU rate adjustments.

Source: EIB Annual Rtport.
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Table 10b: EIB: Sunlmaty Balance Sheet at end-1991

71

Assets 1991 Liabilities 1991

Recei~,’able fi’om Member States

Cash and deposiLs

I nvestnlcn k’~

l.,oans out.standing (net)

(total ouLsumding) 72343

(less tmdisl)ursed) 6628

Prepayments and accrued income

Interest subsidies

Tangible assets

Other

829 Paid-in-capiud 4321

2968 Statutor)’ reserve 5635

2163 Additional re,~rves 0

Other provisions 155

65715 I’a),al31e to member states ,t

Owed to credit institutions 220

Debts evidenced by certificates 58893

1911 Accruals and dcfen’ed income 2598

118 Interest subsidies 404

35 Balance of P&L account 1083

552 Other (incl sundl)’ creditors) 978

Total 74291 Total 74291

Smtrce: IJB Annual I~e#ort

A.2 Profit and Loss Account
The EIB borrows wholesale long-term funds at very keen rates and on-

lends these to borrowers at a small margin (15 basis poinLs) over marginal
cost. The shareholder governments do not receive dividends on their
investment in the Bank; as a resuh a considerable reserve has built up over
the years- amounting at end-1991 to 14.9 pet" cent of the total balance
sheet, or 16.8 per cent of the loan portfolio. Fat- from being "non-profit-
making", as the Bank’s publicity material suggests, it is in fact one of the
more profitable large banks in the world, with 1991 net profits of 1.5h
ECU, or almost 1.5 per cent of total assets at end-),ear.

The profit and loss account of the EIB may be anal),sed b), comparison
with that of large commercial banks to see in what way its financial position
differs fi’om the norm. Following conventional practice, and drawing on
the studies published by the OECD,69 we consider in turn the net interest
income, other (non-interest) income, operating costs (including staff
costs), and provisions against loan-losses and for depreciation. These are
the elements contributing to net profit, which in turn may be assigned to
taxation, disu’ibutions and retained earnings. This kind of comparison

69OECD: Ih’ofitability of Banks, I’m-is: 1987,
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involves using an aggregate of data fronl nlany countries where different
accounting and banking conventions and practices apply.7° Despite the

potential difficulties of interpretation that this presents, a coherent and
reasonably reliable picture emerges.

The resuhs of our calculations are presented in Table I1. The net
interest income of the EIB, at abont 1.67 pet" cent of total assets, is rather
less than the average for large banks in the industrial counu’ies (2.42 per
cent). The difference is explained in terms of three different factors
affecting the cost of resources and fates of interest charged. First, all of the

large banks against which the col#parison is being made have low-interest
sources of deposits (such as current accot|nts). Second, commercial banks
can and do charge higher interest rates to less-than-prime borrowers to
take accotmt inte~ alia of the risk of loan-losses. These two factors tend to

result in their net interest income being rather high. Note, however that
low-interest deposits may not be low-cost overall to a bank, [Is they generally
necessitate the provision of costly services such as branches and money-
transfer facilities. Furthermore, as will be seen below, higher interest
earnings attribtltable fiom riskier borrowers are largely offset by the need
to make provisions against loan-losses. Third, a partially offsetting factor
for the EIB is tile fact that it benefits from its high capitalisation.

Non-interest income for the EIB is rather small, reflecting the fact that
it does a comparatively small amoutlt of business not related to the earning
of interest. Thus, this item averages 0.07 pet" cent of total assets for the EIB
compared with 1.12 pet" cent for tbe sample of commercial banks.

Tbe apparent advantage of commercial banks in botb net interest and
non-interest income is, however more tban completely eroclecl by tile
much higher operating expenses and loan-loss provision which they incur.
Thus, compared with operating expenses of about 0.16 pet" cent for the
EIB, the average commercial bank incurs 2.33. The EIB’s operating costs
are thus extremely low, given the size of the balance sheet. These lower
costs reflect the fact that the EIB is a wholesale concern and that it does
not provide significant fee-based services compared with the typical large
commercial bank. Conversely, the higher operating costs incurred by tile
commercial bank reflects the costs of its activities in collecting low-interest
deposits and in ear,ring non-interest income.71

7°There is also the point that nomin:d interest rates differ subst:t,uially fz’om one

cu,’rczlc)’ to another: the use of net interest should mi,limise this difl]cuhy.

71The fzict Ih[ll Ell] is zl~l liable I]~, \tAT in cclt:lin rcspecLs calmol m;iteri~tllv :~ffccl the

compzLz’isons beiHg ,llt~clc here as the VAT w~l,lfl ,’el;Lte chiefl)’ I~ Ihese ~’t:l)’ sm:dl operating
C0SI~¢.,



ANNEX 73

"l’~d~le 1 I : ComponenL~ of Profit a~ld loss Account: EIB a~td Large Commercial Banks

I~ercentag~ ¢f Total AsseL~
Commerdal Banks                              EIB

A B EIBAvertJge 1986 1987 1988 1989

1986-89

Interest income 8.03 8.59 8.70 8~95 8.55 8.59 8.70

Interest expense 5.51 6.31 7.03 7.34 6.97 6.91 6.89

Net interest 2.52 2.,12 1.67 1.61 1.58 1.68 1.80

Noll-ilatcrcst iTICOt]aC 1.39 1.12 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.03

Opel~lting expenses 2.41 2.33 0.16 0. I 7 0.16 0.16 0.15

Provisions (net) 0.70 0.58 0.0i 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Profit before t~x 0.80 0.63 1.57 1.53 1.49 1.58 1.67

Incoll"ie t:~x 0.29 0.23 0 0 0 0 0

Proi]t after tax 0.50 0.36 1.57 1,53 1.49 1.58 1.67

Distribtttcd profit 0.21 0.17 0 0 0 0 0

Sta[T cos~ 1.52 1.35 0.1,1 0.1,t 0.1,t 0.13 0.13

Commercial ban]ks figures arc (h,~wn fi’om the OECD sludy for 1986.

The dat:l are fi:~r I~t’ge banks where these are :lv:Lil;d)le scpan’:ltcl)’.
"A" refers to 16, ~1}," to iht: 7 I:trgest cotmtries; simple avei~lgt: across COtll~LI-it~s.

The EIB makes no explicit loan-loss provisions. This may be justified by
the guaranteed nature and essentially tmblenaisbed performatace of its
portfolio. Lacking a branch network, depreciation on the EIB’s assets
comes to only 0.01 per cent. In contrast, the average commercial bank
needs to set aside 0.58 pet cent lbr these items.

The nel result is a higher rate of profit (share of total assets) for the
EIB at 1.57 per cent than for the average commercial bank at 0.63 per
cent. Considering the I~,tct that EIB’s capitalisation is probably between 2
and 3 times as high (share of total assets) as that of the average commercial
bank, this probably reflects a rate of prol]t on paid-up capital and reserves
which is no higher tha~ that for the average baa~k. To help itlterpret this,
suppose an additional sum equivalent to, say, 9 per cent of total assets had
to be borrowed at about 10 per cent (instcad of being awlilable fi’om
accnmtJlated reserves). In such circumstances the EI B’s pcofit wottld fall to
about the same share of total assets as the average bank. It seems fair to say
that the profitability of the EIB is broadly commensnrate with its high
capitalisation.
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The EIB’s profit is not subject to income tax (the average bank pays
0.23 per cent of total assets), and the total profit is added to reserves. No
distribution of profit is made, resulting in the large accun~ulation of
reserves that has been noted.

The main differences between the EIB and the average bank can thus
be described as follows:

Higher capitalisation means higher profits as a per cent of total
assets but not necessarily as a per cent of shareholders’ funds
employed.

Very low operating expenses for EIB are associated with and offset
by its higher average cost of borrowed funds and low non-interest
earnings.

There is little evidence of subsidisation coming either fi’om tax
exemptions or the failure to pay dividends; VAT would only apply
to the very low amount of operating expenses, and any subsidy
fi’om absence of income tax and dividends should show up in the
form of reduced profits as a per cent of shareholders’ funds
employed.

Thus, we conclude’ that the: various positive factors contributing to E1B

cash flow (no distributions despite very high capitalisation, low operating
costs, low provisions) are not obviously passed on in lower lending rates.
Indeed, this is confirmed by the general observation that, abstracting from
risk-premia and handling COSts for small borrowers, EIB lending rates are
not materially different to that of large commercial banks.

A.3 The Reserves
The size of the capital and reserves of the EIB has ah’eady been alluded

to. Part of this represents paid-up capital and an approximately equal part
the statutory reserve fnnd which, in accordance with statute, is built up to
10 per cent of the subscribed (i.e paid up and callable) capital. There is
also an "additional reserve" amounting to almost lb ECU at end 1992.
Finally, the nnallocated balance of the profit and loss account can be
included in a global figure for capital and reserves which will exceed 12b
ECU at end- 1992. Total capital and reserves are thus more than ample in
banking terms to allow for the risks involved in the Bank’s present lending
strategy.



Table 12: EIB Growth in ReseToes

Endg’earin m ECUs 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992p

Paid in capital 1,466 1,466 1,466 1.466 2,596 2,596 2,596 2,596 2,596 4,321 4,321

Sta~utolT reset’yes 1,250 1,4,10 1,4,t0 1 ",440 2,880 2,880 2,880 2,880 2,880 5,635 5,760

Additional rescln’es 0 173 561 1,001 332 911 1.544 2,221 3,086 0 959

Prov for ECU z,’ate adj I I 15 20 15 16 13 30 57 0 0 0

Total reserves 1,261 1,628 2,021 2.456 3,228 3,804 4,454 5,158 5,966 5,635 6,719

Open, ting surplus 363 393 440 487 579 633 727 871 894 1,083 1.100

Exceptional profi L~; 0 -5 0 39 0 0 -50 0 0 0 0

Added to next reset~’es 363 388 440 560* 579 633 678 864 894 1,083 1,100

Total capital anti reserves 3,090 3,482 3,927 4,482 6.403 7,033 7.728 8,618 9,456 I 1,039 12,140
7-

* Includes45minconu.ibmionsbyncwm~¢mber.smtes~oO]e19851~&11~:dallce;

In addition the new inelnbcrs paid 212m to reselwes ;rod provisions.

1091 paid-in-capital inchldcs transfer from rescz’ves of 1225m.

p = projection

Stntrce: EIB Annltal ICeports; own calcuhions.

ui
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Could these reserves be used to greater benefit than simply to tile
generation of further profits and uhimately to the accumulation of even
larger reserves? Apart fi’om financing even more rapid asset growth, a
nttmber of ahernatives are possible.72 They could, for example, be
returned to the shareholders by way of dividend,73 or passed to form the
nucleus of a Community-wide fund for some quasi-budgetary purposes.
Finall),,74 a portion of the reserves cotdd be invested in one or i’nore risk
capital funds, as discussed in the body of the reporc

72There are two w;L),s of looking at this, one is the stattllol’y point of view, and here,
follo~,ing the capital incrt~ase of 199 I, and the use of the additional reserve to atlgment the
paid-in portion, reserves :tt end-1991 were ~lightly below the statutory 10 per cent of

subscril~d capital tnrget. However, this still Ic:~ves ample scol)e in pure banking terms for

greater acc~:pt~lnce of risk than is the case at |)resent (assuming statutoz~,’ ch;mg~:s where

n ecessal~,’I.

7Y~l~h~2 tlsc o[ the additional ies~l~’cs to collstittllc the gl-eatcr pal-t of the I.qtcst c,qpil.a]

illcrc:ls~ ~’:t.s somcwhal analogous to :l dividend distrihutioii.
74And nlore in keeping ~’ith the mission of the I~,:mk.
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